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Can you tell
which VideoCipher
is the real McCoy?

Panasonic
Built.
From The
Inside Out.
Every time you install a Panasonic

CATV converter, you're

assured of uncompromised quality and performance.
Because Panasonic CATV converters are designed and
manufactured by its parent company, Matsushita Electric.
Which means each CATV converter is Panasonic built. From the
inside out.
Take the Panasonic TZ-PC140/170 Series. Employing the latest in
manufacturing technology,

Panasonic converters are built to

exceptionally high quality standards. It's the quality your subscribers
have grown to expect from Panasonic. And that will help avoid
costly service calls.
And to provide today's subscribers with the sophistication
they associate with all Panasonic video products,

the

TZ-PC140/170 Series provides features like BTSC stereo
compatibility, skip-scan tuning and remote volume
control (170 Series), to name a few.
Panasonic CATV converters. Built for you and your
subscribers the way all converters should be.
From the inside out.

Panasonic
Video Communications

for more information call:
Northeast 609-589-3063 Midwest 513-530-9216
Southeast 404-925-6845 West 415-947-0147
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The Best Customers In America Deserve The Best Products.
Air.
The sophisticated dielectric of MC?
Conveys the signal faster. Undampened by
foam. Without noise. Flat.
The air enclosed in short chambers.
Hermetically sealed. Fully bonded to outer
dielectric sleeve and center conductor.
lo
w
TEC

Airtight. Inner strength and outer strength.
Bending without creasing, cracking, leaking.
Wards off water. Or keeps it confined.
No migration.
20% Fewer amplifiers needed over longer
distances.
The Perfections Of Air Are Apparent
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Is there need for a new scrambling standard?
When VideoCipher II was selected as the industry's de facto
satellite scrambling standard, no one predicted the assault it
would come under by pirates. With unit "cloning" now running
rampant, General Instrument is rolling out VideoCipher II Plus
in hopes of overcoming the piracy problem. This article, by CED's
Roger Brown, further examines how VideoCipher alienated the
CATV industry through poor customer service and explores the
company's efforts to regain the industry's trust.

26

Fiber networking strategies in the U.K.
With anew infusion of interest by American companies, it
appears that cable television might finally have achance to make
it in the United Kingdom. Because the franchise and construction
process has taken so long, systems have the benefit of utilizing
large amounts of fiber optics in their networks. In this article,
Jerald Crusan of United Artists International examines his
company's network strategy and design of its U.K. cable systems.
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A few more thoughts on leakage management
Although much has already been said about CLI, Roy Ehman at
Jones Intercable, admonishes cable's technical crews to remember
that signal leakage should be viewed as amanagement effort,
not just an exercise in passing atest. He also explains the
differences between I„ 00 and I, and describes how leakage
detection equipment, including antennas, should be used.

48

Ku-band: Is there a future for it in CATV?
54
Now that programmers have spent millions to commit to another
generation of C-band satellites for delivery of their product, the
debate over using Ku-band satellites in the cable industry has
finally subsided. Or has it? Ku-band
technology is apparently far from dead. In
CLI COMPLIANCE
this article by CED's Kathy Berlin, both the
management
technology and its possible users are
examined. It could be that cable might find
ause for it after all.
Galvanizing line construction
hardware
74
It might seem like aminor issue, but many
cable operators have millions of dollars of
equipment hanging outside exposed to
Mother Nature's harsh environment. 'Ibm
Niemiera ofJoslyn Manufacturing Company
and Lawrence White of Anixter Cable TV
explain how hot dip galvanizing pole line
hardware can add life to that equipment.
Corrosion protection qualities, composition
and method of process are all explored.
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which VIdisoCipher
Is Me real McCoy?

About the Cover:
Cloning of VideoCipher II
descramblers has made it tough to
tell the pirates from the real thing.
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The NTSC technical standard

Better
VideoCipher
Solutions
NEXUS builds two VideoCipher ® solutions to satisfy

The VCMB's unique vertical orientation significantly

all your descrambling needs -the Nexus IRD-1

increases airflow and further improves reliability.

Integrated Receiver Descrambler and the VCMB

Both products are incredibly easy to maintain. Unique

VideoCipher ® Mainframe. Nexus was the first

front-loading of the VideoCipher ® II modules greatly

manufacturer in the world with two commercial
VC 8 II products approved by General Instrument •

reduces service time. And both units offer significant
space savings over stand-alone VC ® Ils.

To maximize the reliability of your headend,
Nexus applies three innovative design principles
to every product we manufacture. We:
•decrease power consumption,
by designing more efficient
products,
• lower operating temperature, by

The Nexus 1RD-1 packages acommercial satellite receiver and aV
in 2 and 518 inches of rack space.

locating the power supply

All Nexus headend

outside the unit, and

products are covered by
•design more advanced

our FAMOUS FIVE-YEAR

circuits which

WARRANTY.*

require fewer

VideoCipher8 11 modules are

interconnections.

covered by General Instrument's
warranty.

The IRD-1 and VCMB
offer exceptional
reliability because they
consume less power,
have fewer

*Contact us for details.

interconnections and
generate less heat.

The Nexus VCMB packages six Veen modules in less thah 13 inches
of rack space.

Compare our lower power consumption, reduced heat generation
and increased reliability to all other VideoCipher ® solutions.
TEL:(206)644-2371 BELLEVUE, WA. or (604)420-5322 BURNABY, BC. FAX:(604)420-5941
WRITE:NEXUS ENGINEERING CORP., 7000 LOUGHEED HWY., BURNABY, BC. V5A 4K4
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arconi Made Waves With Wireless Transmission...
Jerrold Cableoptics TM Proves History Repeats Itself!

Inspired by the radio wave theories of Heinrich
Hertz, Guglielmo Marconi built and perfected the world's
first wireless telegraph.
Spending tireless hours in the attic of his father's
estate, Marconi attached extra wires to his spark transmitter,
resulting in major transmission distance advances. And,
when the experiments were moved outdoors, his greatest
technical triumphs materialized—literally out of thin air.
He first discovered that by grounding atransmitter,
the signal range was greatly increased. He then discovered
that upright antennas would send messages the farthest.
By 1901, transmissions from his radio towers were the first
to cross the Atlantic. But perhaps Marconi's most important
triumph was his ability to recognize, early-on, that
technological success is totally dependent on viable
commercial applications.
Today, Jerrold's own staff of "Marconies" is
developing Cableoptice. Optical broadband technology is
giving cable operators the ability to send video signals
farther than ever with virtually no loss in quality,
supplementing their current RF systems.
Jerrold is the technology leader of the cable
industry. Like Marconi, we turn technical advances into
practical, reliable solutions. For over 40 years, we have
been partners with cable operators in developing new
ideas for the marketplace. With Cableopticsm, Jerrold is
making big waves in today's cable industry and is giving a
whole new meaning to the term "wireless" transmission.
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JERROLD

2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040

215/674-4800
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IN PERSPECTIVIM.

Here's to hoping the technology works
Three cheers to the VideoCipher Division of General Instrument for finally
responding to the call for improved signal security and customer service. As
you'll read in the article beginning on page 26, the much-anticipated (and
much-needed) roll-out of VideoCipher II Plus is finally now happening and the
cable industry is now holding its breath, hoping the technology will keep the
pirates at bay for awhile.
At the same time, VideoCipher officials have apparently swallowed their
pride, admitted that numerous problems exist and have implemented new
controls to shore up reliability and improve repair turnaround times.
It's hard to believe that General
Instrument—the same company that
controls Jerrold—allowed one of its
divisions to alienate the very same
group of people that is responsible for
a large portion of its annual revenue
for so long. Judging from the stories
told by several CATV executives, it
took repeated head bashings and some
spirited dialogue to finally force VideoCipher to capitulate.
In VideoCipher's defense, it is important to remember, as one engineer put
it, the rapidity of the encryption selection process. When HBO put out its
RFP for an affordable scrambling system, it couldn't wait forever. What
resulted was a unit that descrambled
the picture, but took up too much rack
space, ate up batteries and burned up
power supplies regularly.
VideoCipher should be faulted for
making two glaring errors: underestimating the viciousness of the attacks that would be made by pirates against its
consumer descrambling unit; and failing to upgrade the unit until the eleventh
hour. They could, perhaps rightfully, argue that it was only recently that all
the security functions could be integrated into a single chip, but instead they
chose to ignore the cable industry and its suggestions for improvement.
That has resulted in the formation of a sophisticated network of pirates
getting rich by selling thousands of illegal decoders. While the authorization
rate has been climbing lately, theft is still the norm, not the exception. (In fact,
one engineer interviewed for the article told of a recent encounter with a
VideoCipher dealer who offered a"fixed up" descrambler for just $150 over the
unit's retail price.) Depending on how aggressively VideoCipher switches out
existing VideoCipher II decoders for the new VideoCipher II Plus, programmers
could continue to lose billions in revenue.
We applaud VideoCipher's new attitude and apparent willingness to at least
attempt to correct past mistakes. We only wish it had happened sooner. But now
that the new unit is finally in production, the biggest test of all is only months
away. Here's to hoping VideoCipher passes the test.
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COLOR BURSTS
Interactive television
inches toward reality
Ever since cable systems began installing real-time
two-way communication capability, we've heard grand
visions of the future and the role "interactive television"
will have in our daily lives. From Qube a decade ago, to
today's Interactive Network, Interactive Systems and Canada's Videotron, efforts continue to draw viewers into the
programming.
Another familiar player who the industry hasn't heard
much from lately also seems close to moving beyond the
testing phase. For TV Answer, who up until ayear ago could
be seen on the floor of this industry's largest conventions, the
question is: Where are they now?
Still on Media General's cable system in Fairfax, offering
two interactive programs five nights a week to 600 homes
equipped with low-power transmitters, according to Sally
Olmstead, media relations director.
The patented TV Answer system, developed in 1983 and
first demonstrated in 1987, consists of adevice in the headend
to print messages or questions on various channels and a
transmitter located in the home to broadcast responses to
those messages or questions over the air back to the headend
for processing and tabulation. The impulse system can send
and receive about 1million answers per minute, according
to company officials.
Despite at least two years of testing that shows the
technology works, TV Answer has been unable to roll the
system out nationwide because it needs spectrum space to
operate.
TV Answer has petitioned the Federal Communications
Commission for nationwide use of 218.25 MHz, the slot it has
been using in Fairfax under an experimental license, but has
not yet received permission because of the turmoil the FCC
has experienced at the top.
However, there may be hope, soon. Olmstead said TV
Answer and the FCC have held "numerous meetings" that
she characterized as "upbeat and encouraging" and were
promised some resolution of the petition during the first half
of 1990.
Although TV Answer has been unable to increase the size
of its test, it hasn't been running idle. Two interactive
programs—a news program and a music video show—are
produced in TV Answer's own studio in McLean, Va. and
offered five nights aweek. In addition, viewers are continuously polled on current news and lifestyle issues "just to
keep the viewers pushing buttons," said Olmstead.
On the hardware side, TV Answer has been working on
developing second-generation equipment for the home. Most,
of the improvements are related to the hand-held remote
control, which allows viewers to operate it with just one hand.
"We're interested in being more than just an interactive
service provider," Olmstead said.

CableLabs plans staff expansions
As reported last month, the board of directors of CableLabs
approved a $3.5 million operating budget for 1990, along
with a $2 million allocation for research projects and a
$750,000 capital budget for next year.

10
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Choosing the right cable and
white decision. Call MIDWEe_
Need it now? Then call Midwest CATV. Full line inventory
backed by great service.
Strand (foreign and domestic), trunk, feeder and drop. From a
variety of manufacturers, in avariety of sizes.
Corporate Office
Charleston, WV
304 343-8874

Central Region
Lafayette, IN 800 382-7526
Outside IN 800 428-7596

EClarksburg, W
Outside W'

trand supplier isn't always ablack and
T CATV first and see why.

MIDWEST
CATV
Adivision of Midwest Corporation

More than supplies. Solutions.

Ready to ship from any of our nationwide warehouses.
Call the Midwest CATV office nearest you. Just tell 'em alittle bird told you where to
find the best service.

stern Region
304 624-5459
=300 532-2288

Northeastern Region
Pottstown, PA 215 970-0200
Outside PA 800 458-4524

Southern Region
Ocala, FL 800 433-4720
Outside FL 800 433-3765

Southwestern Region
Dallas, TX 214 271-8811
Outside TX 800 421-4334

Reader Service Number 6

Western Region
Denver, CO 800 232-9378
Phoenix, AZ 800 782-4566
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honored as the father of flash photography at MIT, along with some unusual
things with camera design. Our pictures were so good you could see where
they put mines on poles to intercept the
parachutists. It was exceptional photography."
As a final assignment, in 1946
Colonel Leghorn went to Bikini Atoll
where he was responsible for the aerial
instrumentation for the initial Atomic
Bomb test. From 1947 to 1950, Leghorn
returned to Kodak, where he managed
various aspects of the company's international operations.
Time well spent

Richard Leghorn

Fighting to keep
cable's advantage
Although battling for First Amendment rights, fending off "cable bashers" and scuffling with regulatory restraints would seem a tiresome entry
into the cable industry, it was but a
walk in the park for Richard Leghorn,
president and CEO of Eidak Corp., who
spent his post-college days flying fighter
planes on reconnaissance missions for
the D-Day invasion of Normandy.
In 1939, Leghorn graduated from
MIT with a degree in physics before
beginning abrief role as adevelopment
physicist for Eastman Kodak in Rochester, N.Y. While at Kodak, Leghorn
was a reserve officer in the ordinance
and waking at 4 a.m. to learn to fly,
prompting adecision to transfer to the
Airforce.
Six months before Pearl Harbor,
Leghorn was ordered to Wright Field
AFB in Dayton, Ohio, to develop
equipment for the reconnaissance effort. On the day of Pearl Harbor, he
requested an assignment to flying
school. Upon graduation, Leghorn was
put in charge of areconnaissance squad
stationed in England and flew reconnaissance for the D-Day invasion
and subsequently in support of the first
Army across Europe.
"We did some unusual things technically," says Leghorn of his wartime
reconnaissance work. "We did some
night flash photography with the late
Dr. Harold Edgerton, who recently was

In 1951, Leghorn was again pulled
into military action during the Korean
War as Chief, Reconnaissance Systems
Branch, at Wright Air Development
Center and later was put in charge of
Intelligence Systems Development Planning, DCS-D headquarters in Washington, D.C. During this period he was
responsible for planning and coordinating reconnaissance aircraft, satellite
and balloon development.
For Leghorn, the time in the service

'The industry needs
to develop its
business capabilities
to make
television all the
best it can be.'

was well spent. "The most significant
thing," says Leghorn, "was my involvement with overflight which was
carried on into U2 and reconnaissance
satellite business. I was deeply involved in the satellite planning back
in '51, '52—Sputnik didn't go off until
'57. But the most significant thing,"
he adds, "is the use of information to
stabilize the peace."
In 1953 Leghorn, once again back at
Kodak, put his military background to
use and got Kodak involved with the
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satellite reconnaissance business advising the company—when it began
working with CBS and Lockheed on a
satellite system to electronically read
out pictures—that it was possible to
bring film back from space and have
much better pictures.
To organize such aprogram, in 1957
Leghorn left the company to set up
Itek, now a division of Litton Industries. Itek, the first high-technology
company on Route 128 around Boston,
specialized in electronic and photographic sciences in the aerospace and
office equipment industries.
Leghorn's first foray into communications came with Dasa Corp., amanufacturer of communications equipment
for the telephone and data communications industries including building of
automatic dialing equipment for AT&T.
He also became legally involved with
several cases of phone company monopoly.
And now for cable
In 1966, Leghorn had a vacation
house on Cape Cod with a large antenna to receive off-air television. Complaints from his wife about the size of
the antenna resulted in Leghorn suggesting she call the local cable company.
But Cape Cod had no cable company,
so Leghorn organized Cape Cod Cablevision—his first step into cable
television.
"I probably made all the mistakes
in the book," muses Leghorn. "I did a
lease-back to the phone company from
whom we subsequently bought the
plant. The system grew and Ibecame
fasinated with the business." It was
also at this time that Leghorn became
interested in identifying cable as a
member of the media—instead of a
utility or acarrier—which entitled the
industry to First Amendment protection. "I became amember of the board
of directors of the NCTA and generally
became known for my Fist Amendment
views," states Leghorn. At the time
considered controversial, this constitutional position now has more general
acceptance.
Leghorn became owner or part owner
of nine cable systems, which he sold in
1985 with plans to retire. However, the
draw to new technological frontiers
was too great. Leghorn attempted to
start a R&D consortium for the cable
industry. His first proposal was written
in 1984 while the Cooperative Research Act was going through Con-

ou signal from Sony.

For CATV, SMATV, broadcast or business television, the
FSR-1100 is the most reliable, flexible, high performance
commercial satellite receiver available for the money.
Whether you're operating on the Ku or C band, Sony's FSR-1100
receiver provides the superior video and audio reception viewers
expect. The FSR-1100's unique adjustable detector bandwidth allows
quality reception even under adverse signal conditions. And its
advanced operating features make it easy to use.
When you choose the FSR-1100 you're choosing Sony quality. Sony's
unsurpassed experience and commitment to excellence in professional broadcast and industrial video equipment coupled with
Midwest's outstanding support and service make a winning
combination that can't be beat. Get the picture? You will if you take
your signal from Sony.

11,1IDT4EST
Communications Corp.

For more information about the Sony FSR-1100, call one of our sales
representatives today.

One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

1-800-543-1584

SONY® is atrademark of Sony

In Kentucky, 606-331-8990
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GAIN MORE
S
IDE REACH AND
BETTER L
INE
ACCESS WITH
THE NEW

TEL29EA

4z>>

Boom-tip-mounted bucket puts your
operator two feet closer to that hard-to-reach
splice. And it provides line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators.
Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid, stable work platform,
leading to increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction.
A"cat-track" carrier system for
control, air and hydraulic lines means
less maintenance, more "up-time."
The VERSALIFT TEL-29EA can
be mounted on any 10,500 dual rear
wheel chassis with 60" C.A. and can
be tailored to meet any aerial work
requirement.
See your VERSALIFT Distributor
for complete specifications, pricing
and ademonstration!
It's TIME to
check out VERSALIFT!

TEL

TIME

-29EA

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.O. Box 20368 Waco, Texas 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900 TELEX (910) 894-5218 FAX (817) 776-7531

VERSALIFT
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Reader Service Number 54

gress. Included in his vision for the
consortium was the development of
copy protection technology, but since
nothing was done, Leghorn abandoned
the idea and started Eidak.
Leghorn, along with "a technical
group in Long Island," started Eidak
Corp. in 1986 to develop systems for
copyright protection of video and television programming. "I felt that if
cable provided a distribution service
and protected the rights of copyright
holders, it would be easier for cable to
get fresh product," says Leghorn.
Founding CableLabs
It wasn't until late 1987 that Leghorn once again decided to "crank up
this CableLabs idea" which took hold
this time. "The industry was ready for
it," says Leghorn. "The industry wasn't
ready for it back in 1984." Because of
his involvement in bringing CableLabs
into existence, Leghorn was named its
"father" by the CableLabs board of
directors. "The only thing Ididn't like
about that is Iam too young to be called
its father," chuckles Leghorn.
At 70, Leghorn is still busy "making promising technologies work in the
real world." His Eidak systems, which
has attracted the investments of industry heavyweights such as TCI, Continental, Scientific-Atlanta and CableLabs is moving towards a rollout. In
addition, Leghorn helped organize another company, call Magnascreen, along
with Jerome Weisner, formerly the
president of MIT and Science Advisor
to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,
and Peter Brody inventor of active
matrix technology. The company, which
was recently awarded adefense department contract, is developing a large
flat screen designed to be the "answer
to high definition in the home, and for
other applications." Although it will
be five to 10 years before the flat TV
will make its way into the home,
Leghorn sees this as the same time
frame for HDTV. "I happen to think
like John Sie does," says Leghorn.
"We've got to work first with improving NTSC."
During the next decade, Leghorn
intends to "be involved where I can
be helpful, particulary in the technological area." For Leghorn, this means
the industry needs to "develop its
business capabilities to make television all the best it can be. Cable speaks
for television now," says Leghorn. "Cable's got to make television all the best
it can be." •
—Kathy Berlin
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Small telcos share
CATV's obstacles
Politeness forbids me to tell you
exactly what Ithink of your editorial
("Forget the single-wire telco theory,"
CED, December 1989, p.12). Your opinion is definitely not as broad as your
technology. Please, please learn cooperation.
As general manager of asmall telco,
I know customers, fiber, competition,
dollars, etc. Telco rates have gone
down; therefore, your opinion seems
wrong.
Small independent telcos have had
inside wiring and phones taken off the
books and "given" to customers; compete for installing lines in our own
franchise area; are forced to "give" 911
and expensive enhanced emergency
equipment; had to add free touch-tone
service to customer bills; are required
to give handicapped equipment and
access; subsidize low income customers;
are expected to police interexchange
carriers, resellers, bypass and more at
no charge; and...the list adds up.
Work here afew days. There is some
truth to your opinion...you should be
able to find more.
Linda Gamble
General Manager
Hampden Telephone Co.
Hampden, Maine

In support of the
Man of the Year
Please accept my congratulations on
the selection of Nicholas HamiltonPiercy as CED's Man of the Year. Ihad
the privilege of working recently with
Nick on the NCTA technical subcommittee to the Blue Ribbon Committee
on high definition television. Until the
Blue Ribbon Committee was formed to
provide NCTA board level leadership
on HDTV, Nick Hamilton-Piercy carried the cable industry's load on this
vital issue. We were, and still are, in
good hands.
If the FCC chooses ahigh definition
standard which is friendly to cable
operators and if cable is afull participant in the television of the future, we
will have Nick to thank. I also congratulate him on his fine choice of a
first name.
Nicholas E. Worth

Executive VP, Engineering
lbleCable Corp.

Offended by cover
The December 1989 cover illustration highlighting the top MSO's engineers was an effective means of recognizing our industry's leaders. However,
Imust take issue with the illustration's
supposed theme of "Heading into the
'90s."
The depiction of awoman dressed in
a maid's uniform dusting off a television amidst the group of high-level
professionals projects an image Ifind
abhorrent.
Is this the role of women in the cable
industry as we "get ready for the
future?"
Lisa Lyons
Senior Engineer
Scientific-Atlanta

Keeping the
pictures straight
Regarding "Compression, limiting
and clipping" ("From the Headend,"
December 1989, p. 28), who says only
computers get "bugs?" Keeping pictures straight with text has plagued
print media for years. Case in point:
While the author correctly describes
compression, its graphic (b) clearly
shows peak -limited waveforms. Similarly, the text for "limiting" is correct,
but refers to (c), which depicts compressed audio.
In fact, the audio chain in virtually
every radio station is compressorelimitereclipper. Yes, clipper. There's
more of that done than people admit to.
It is, however, quite sophisticated now,
with "soft" clippers that don't "flattop" the signal as indicated.
P.S.: AM stations also commonly
deliberately unbalance positive and
negative modulation peaks!
Donald Kimberlin
Ibleconun Net Architects

No computer
error this time
In this letter, I make reference to

your January 1990 edition of CED and
to the article by Mr. James H. Kuhns
on page 76.
As we all know, computers over the
past several years have (in most instances) made the boring and repetitious actions of our lives considerably
easier. However, a computer will only
do exactly as it is told to do and Iwas
concerned with the small program in
Table 2in the article. The program, as
printed, contains errors which will
frustrate anyone trying to utilize it on
their office or home computer. Line
number 70 ..."minus sixty to zero
step one" appears as "minus sixty to
'capital o' step one" and the unwary
may not know to enter a zero at that
point.
Line number 80 needs one more
closing parentheis at the end of the line
for the computer to calculate the equation. Otherwise, a "Syntax Error in
Line Number 80" will appear on the
computer screen.
Line number 90 ...((DBMV = 60)
should be ((DBMV + 60). As it stands,
the entire second column will contain
exactly the same values for the entire
length.
The formula could be rewritten to
read:
80 UVM = 10+ (DBMV/20) 1000 *
.021 FREQ
90 UVM2 = 10+ ((DBMV+60)/20) *
1000 .021 *FREQ
This would eliminate most of the
parenthesis.
Also, there was no mention in the
article that this program will produce
the output on the printer rather than
on the screen. For the inexperienced,
this may cause grief as there will be
no screen information except for the
initial request of the frequency and
then subsequent error messages.
Although the above items may seem
to be of asimple matter, my experience
with the Basic language and computers
in general taught me to be critical of
the "little" things. Programs I've written for use in our cable systems range
from satellite look angles to in-field
converter tracking and failure rates as
well as a program written several
months ago similar to Mr. Kuhns. I
understand that these were probably
just errors that occurred along the
publication route, but feel that a correction should be printed in your next
issue for those who may be interested.
Kenneth W. Sterling
System Maintenance Technician
NewChannels Cable TV
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Success includes
engineering
management
Some time ago Iwrote an article for
CED in which Ibemoaned the fact that
the cable television industry was losing
some of its engineering stars. Igot alot
of interesting comments from readers
about that particular article, including
some commenters who called up and
said that it appeared the critical tone
of the article meant that Iwas questioning their intelligence. My response
was, "Well, there it is." What more
could Isay?
While that's not all behind us yet, I
am happy to report that some of the
people who had left the industry—and
were the cause of my need to vent my
concerns in this column—have come
back to the industry, as we all hoped
they would. The real thrust of the
article, however, was not that these
particular people were leaving, but
that the industry, at a time of growth
and technological change, needed certain kinds of people.

decibels and megahertz. At the senior
level in this profession—and indeed
even at a large cross-section of the
mid-level in the cable engineering
population—we have multi-talented individuals who are as much businessmen as they are technologists.
The fact that more of these people
aren't recognized internally, or indeed
by outside contacts, is of concern to me.
Iam going to use an example and the
name of someone Iconsider to be the
kind of individual who brings credit to
us all—Bob Luff, vice president engineering and technology at Jones Intercable.
Bob has a multitude of talents and
some would say he learned these talents while working at the FCC and
then at the NCTA (in my job). Iwould
counter he wouldn't have had any of
these jobs if he didn't have the talent
to start with. Bob is not only an
engineer, he is a manager. He is a
motivator and a creative thinker. He
gives as many business ideas to his
company as calculations on dBs and
MHz. But more than that, he brings
credit to the entire engineering profession because he's an engineer who
understands perceptions by outsiders

It is amajor mistake
for executives to think
that an engineer in the
company only knows
about decibels and
megahertz.
when they visit the offices or workplaces of engineers and technicians. Bob
is aware of how views are colored by
things that don't really matter.

Talent needed

Ambience colors perception

They (we) needed and continue to
need people who have multiple talents
and skills. It is major mistake for
executives to think that an engineer
in the company only knows about

One example is how the attitude
about our work is colored by the
ambience of the office. If visitors come
into an engineering office and see
clutter—papers and books in disarray,
or what appears to be ageneral lack of
organization—it's easy to have the
opinion that the person occupying such

By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science and Technology, NCTA
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aspace has thoughts and ideas that are
equally cluttered, disorganized and
disarrayed. You and Iknow that this
isn't necessarily true and I'm sure that
we've all chuckled at the sign that says
"A clean desk is the sign of a sick
mind."
Ifor one believe that the impression
of awell organized work place, of adesk
that is clearly in use but well organized, gives a subtle impression that
changes the attitudes that nonengineers have about our particular
profession. It doesn't make the calculations any more correct or the answers
and explanations any more succinct,
but it allows people to leave with the
feeling that these people have special
skills and knowledge along with their
intelligence and business acumen. This
is better than thinking that these
people can be dressed up and put in an
office, but can't do anything but use
their singular or particular knowledge
to crank out answers to engineering
questions.
Idon't mean to imply there aren't
engineers out there whose one and only
talent is in the technical nuances of
esoteric items. But there are far more
engineers out there who have an equal
ability with technology along with a
multitude of skills and training and
an inclination to apply them in management, business strategy, creative
thinking and personnel motivation.
A team effort
As we continue to battle our critics
in Washington, D.C. and around the
country, the cable industry needs to
show the good things it has done in
bringing diversity and program choices
to the American public. Giving the
consumer these benefits at afair price
was a team effort—an effort that
included engineers and technicians
who participated in the success story
on several levels and were not limited
solely to the nuts and bolts in the
headend.
Indeed, while Luff is aprototype for
this type of engineer, there are many
others—and you see their names every
month in this and other magazines.
These are the ones who are regularly
consulted by other engineers as well
as businessmen, bankers, brokers, programmers and others about their ideas.
There are many others who are equally
talented but who are not as well known
and alot of us could do alot worse than
emulating this group of our peers. •

Introducing the Power Cast" power supply.
When Jerry Schultz and
our Power Guard engineers
designed the new Power
Ca stTM power supply, they
knew you needed reliability
and versatility.
So they did something
revolutionary -they built it in
acast aluminum housing. By
heat sinking the transformer
in the housing, the Power
Cas tTM achieves maximum
heat transfer for longer
transformer life. Plus the
housing forms aweather
tight seal to protect the electronics. And you get cool,
quiet, dependable performance.

Guaranteed performance
is built in.
Inside, they made the
Power CastTM with fewer internal parts for maximum
meantime between failure.
And since you also need high
efficiency, our two 15 amp
models are 90% and 93%
efficient.
Then we backed the unit
up with the best and longest
warranty in the industry:
five years against defects in
workmanship and materials.
What's this about strand
mounting?
Even mounting the Power
Cas tTM is revolutionary. Only

The critics call it "revolutionary"

the Power CastTm mounts
where you need it to go. On a
pole. A pedestal. Even on the
strand itself. That's adifference you can use today. And
for tommorrow, the Power
Cas tTM is specifically designed
to operate with fiber optic systems.
Start your own power
revolution. Order your
evaluation unit today.

surge protection, time delay,
and our exclusive five year
warranty. We also offer an
anodized model for coastal
environments, and models
for foreign markets.
So order your evaluation
unit today. You'll see why
Power CastTM can make a
revolutionary difference in
your operation.

The Power CastTM is
available today in five models
from 5to 15 amp. All models
feature strand/pole/pedestal
mounting capability, cool
quiet operation, fiber optic
compatibility, input/output

"POWER GUARD

PO. Box 2796 •Opelika, AL 36801 •(205) 742-0055 •(800) 288-1507
Distributed By Midwest CAN

POWER CAST
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fore approaches 8.4 MHz (± 4.2 MHz)!
Note, however, that since both sidebands contain exactly the same information, the AM double-sideband modulation process is obviously spectrum
inefficient.

AMNSB and
the Nyquist slope
In this month's column, we'll first
take a look at the makeup of the
AM-VSB signal as initially created by
the CATV modulator. Then we'll investigate the demodulation process, with
particular emphasis on the need for a
Nyquist slope filter; what it is, and why
it's needed.
With respect to video, the function
of the CATV modulator is to take
baseband video information from a
multitude of different sources and modulate that information onto aparticular
RF carrier assignment. The modulation process that is used is, of course,
amplitude modulation—where the amplitude of the RF carrier changes in
accordance with the amplitude of the
input video waveform. Therefore, when
viewed on an oscilloscope, the envelope
of the RF carrier would be seen as
having the same pr ofile as the modulating signal'.
The output of the AM section of the
modulator, when viewed on aspectrum
analyzer, would appear as shown in
Figure A, with an RF carrier center
frequency of 45.75 MHz. This is the
classical AM double-sideband spectrum
which exhibits equal modulation sidebands above and below the RF carrier.
The occupied spectrum of the video
modulated double sideband signal thereBy Chris Bowick, Vice President
Engineering for Headend Equipment,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

oped to eliminate the low-frequency
peaking in the baseband video response
of a TV's AM demodulator when demodulating avestigial sideband signal.
The filter precedes the video demodulator, and its response at IF is shown in
Figure C. Note that the filter provides
Conserving spectrum
6 dB of attenuation to the video RF
In order to conserve spectrum, the
carrier and produces an amplitude
slope that is linear (ideally) from 750
double-sideband signal is processed
through a vestigial sideband filter,
kHz below the carrier to 750 kHz above
creating the IF spectrum shown in
the video carrier such that when the
Figure B. Here, much (not all) of the
upper and lower sidebands are effectively summed in the demodulation
redundant information is eliminated,
leaving only a "vestige" of the upper process, the resultant is a flat video
sideband. For NTSC system M, here in
baseband response. Pretty clever, huh?
the United States, this vestigial sideYes, it was pretty clever at the time
band is 750 kHz wide. Other systems
(late 1930s), but as Archie 'Baylor
would use a different width for the
points out2,the technique is not withvestigial sideband (the PAL Istandard,
out its problems. Quadrature distortion
for example, is 1.25 MHz).
becomes a problem because of the
Note that FCC rules require (for elimination of most of the "other"
broadcast transmitters) that the vestigsideband and cannot be corrected exial sideband response be down 42 dB
cept through use of synchronous detection in the TV set3.In addition, phase
at the color subcarrier and at the
channel edge. This is to ensure that the
errors introduced to both the upper and
vestigial sideband will not cause interlower sidebands as a result of the
ference to the adjacent channel. In
vestigial sideband and Nyquist slope
most modulators, these stringent filter
filter networks can create what Taylor
requirements are taken
calls the close-ghost efRay
care of by asurface acousfect—ghosting very close
Arn.0513
tic wave (SAW) filter.
to the leading and trail/
.,
43.75 1.111:L
If we now try and AM
ing edges of very-fast
i
l
I I I rise-time signals.
demodulate the RF sig- I .5I .3I .21 1
1
2
3
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Other problems innal, an ideal demodula1155mr•
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Can.
clude residual PM to AM
tor would produce an
0
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conversion
in
the
baseband video output
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spectrum shown in Figdue to incidental carrier
ure D. Note that for
phase
modulation
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(ICPM) and/or phase
baseband video frequen79.. S 0.
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cies below 1.25 MHz,
noise imparted to the
C
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.Yler
where there exists at
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carrier by the broad/
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least some remnant of a
cast transmitter and/or
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CATV plant.
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In summary, the AMdetector AM demodulates
aer i
\
21
y
both the upper and lower
VSB/Nyquist
slope
sideband energy, effec
method of transmission
0 0715 .25
M I
tively summing the two
for television was acomtogether. Since no video information
promise allowed by the early propoexists beyond 1.25 MHz in the vestigial
nents of television in order to allow 4.2
sideband, the AM demodulator detects
MHz of video bandwidth to be transmitted in 6MHz of RF spectrum. Thus
only the wanted sideband energy. Therefore, for video frequencies below about far, it has held up quite nicely in spite
750 kHz, the baseband output specof its drawbacks. •
trum of an ideal AM demodulator
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would show a peak in the response of
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Imagine if C-COR also rebuilt cities.
Like our cable system rebuilds,
everything would be designed and
built to easily accommodate growth.
Or if you preferred, we'd custom build
it. Your warranty would be three times
the industry standard. Emergency
repairs would be handled in 48 hours.
And you could reach city manage-

ment anytime on our 24-hour hotline.
It's this kind of innovative
service, advanced product line and
commitment to quality that's made us
the talk of the town. To discuss what
we can do for your business, call
1-800-233-2267. In PA,
1-800-356-5090. Or write: C-COR,

60 Decibel Road, State College,
PA 16801.
You can have the cable system
of the future, today. As for tomorrow's
cities, we're still working on it.

CCOek,
ELECTRONICS INC

Were Out To Give You

The Best Reception In The Industry.
Reader Service Number 10

CAPITAL CUR1I111
But by the mid 1970s, cable was
clearly becoming more than a mere
retransmitter of signals to rural areas.
A political consensus was developing
that cable was acommercial enterprise
and that its retransmission of broadcast signals should be viewed as the use
of copyrighted works. Therefore, when,
in 1976, Congress enacted a comprehensive revision of the copyright laws,
it included aprovision, agreed to by the
program production and cable industries, subjecting such retransmission
to copyright liability.
Laborious task

Cable and
copyright
Until the advent of satellitedelivered programming in the late
1970s, the principal function of cable
television was the retransmission of
nearby and distant broadcast signals
in communities underserved by local
broadcast signals. Cable operators used
tall antennas to receive signals off the
air, which they then retransmitted to
subscribers. Sometimes, signals were
received off the air in distant communities and relayed to the cable headend
by microwave.
It was never clear in those early days
whether cable's retransmission of broadcast signals was subject to copyright
liability. Cable operators maintained
that they were simply providing an
antenna for subscribers to enable them
to receive what broadcasters were sending them over the air. Program owners
argued that cable operators were appropriating their programming and
selling it to subscribers without paying
for it.
The issue actually reached the Supreme Court. In two decisions in 1968
and 1974, the Court held that cable's
retransmission of broadcast signals
was not a "performance" of the copyrighted programming on those signals
and therefore did not constitute an
infringement under the Copyright Act
of 1909.
By Michael Schooler, Deputy General
Counsel, NCTA

Ordinarily, this would mean that,
in order to retransmit broadcast signals, cable operators would have to
secure permission from the owners of
the programs that appeared on those
signals. This would be no easy task.
Operators would have to know in
advance all the programming that was
to appear on all the broadcast signals
that they carried, and they'd have to
negotiate with and secure permission
from each such owner. This would be
an onerous burden, even if each owner
gave permission. And if any owners
refused permission, the cable operator
would have to black-out their programs.
'lb eliminate the burdensome transaction costs of having to deal with each
program owner and to facilitate the
carriage of local and distant broadcast
signals on cable systems, the industries
proposed and Congress adopted a"compulsory license" for broadcast retransmissions. Under the compulsory license, cable operators could obtain the
right to retransmit broadcast signals
without having to secure permission
from the program owners by complying
with several statutory conditions.
Two conditions are most salient.
First, the cable operator must pay afee
for the rights embodied by the compulsory license. That fee depends on the
size of the cable system, and, in the
case of larger systems, on the number
of distant signals carried. For smaller
systems, the fees are straightforward.
Systems whose gross receipts for basic
cable service are $75,800 or less in a
six-month period pay $28 for that
period; systems with gross recipts of
less than $292,000 pay approximately
0.5 percent of their gross receipts.
For larger systems with gross receipts of $292,000 or more, the formula
gets complicated—too complicated to
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explain fully here. The fee varies for
each additional distant signal, but
larger systems can pay as much as 3.75
percent of gross receipts for a particular distant signal. There's no additional fee for local signals, because, in
those cases, the cable operator is simply
providing the subscriber with programming that is already available over the
air from a broadcast station licensed
to serve the entire community.
Fees are paid seminannually to the
United States Copyright office. A second agency, the Copyright Royalty
'fribunal, then holds hearings to determine how to apportion the fees among
various groups of copyright owners—
e.g., motion picture studios, professional sports leagues and local broadcast stations (for news and other local
programming). The Copyright Royalty
'fribunal is also required periodically
to review and revise the rates in light
of inflation and other changed market
conditions.
No changes allowed
The second important condition with
which cable operators must comply to
obtain the compulsory license is that
they must carry programs without
alteration. What this means is that
there can be no editing of the programs
and, most importantly, no deletions or
substitutions of commercials within
the programs. Systems aren't required
to carry astation 24 hours aday; they
can carry some programs and not
others. And they can carry programs
from a number of different distant
signals on a single "cherry picked"
cable channel. But they have to carry
each program unaltered. And they
have to pay for each signal whose
programming they carry at the full
rate, as if they carried it 24 hours aday
for the entire six-month accounting
period, even if they only carried a
single program on asingle day.
That's the compulsory license in a
nutshell. In the years since its enactment, it's resulted in numerous disputes between cable operators and
copyright owners. There's been a general policy debate in recent years over
whether the compulsory license should
be retained. The Reagan-era FCC believed, for example, that the license
simply interfered with the free market
and recommended that it be repealed.
But there are also less cosmic debates
over the details of implementation of
the compulsory license. •

When it comes time to increase
channel capacity, available headend space may be the first
problem.
Enter the agile 40C/K or 32C/K
IRD.
Additional free space can be
created by using Standard Communications new Agile IRD
VideoCipher® mainframe and
one Agile 40C/K or 32C/K satellite receiver. Our packaging saves
you 7inches of rack space compared to older receiver descrambler designs. In atypical 24
satellite channel headend the
total rack space savings is 14 feet.
That's 2.3 empty 6 foot racks
compared to older receiver descrambler designs. Now that's
space available for additional
channel capacity.
With more equipment going
into the headend, system reliability and maintenance will be the

next problem.
Enter the agile 40C/K or 32C/K
IRD.
Standard has designed acommercial alternative to other integrated receiver descrambler
offerings. Our concept is to utilize an unmodified, industry
proven Agile 40C/K or 32C/K
satellite receiver design and a
separate Agile IRD mainframe.
By separating the VideoCipher®
from the receiver we could concentrate on making the best
modular descrambler possible.
Complete RF shielding, individual power supplies, full function
indicators and maximum heat
reduction are best served with
independent housings. Instead of
designing a compromising
home-type IRD satellite receiver,
Standard built individual components that would integrate and
survive in 24 hour aday CATV headend environments. Setup, main-

tenance and trouble shooting are
simplified when equipment can
be isolated and individually
tested.
With all this additional space
and reliability the Agile 40C/K
and 32C/K IRD will stay up and
running night after night, so you
won't have to.

8Standard

®Communications
SATCOM Division

Telephone: (800) 243-1357
In California: (800) 824-7766
(213) 532-5300 FAX: (213) 769-0620
Represented in Canada by:
DGH Communications Systems Ltd.
Scarborough, Ontario (416) 499-4746
The descrambler module mainframe can only
be used by specifically approved SCC
receivers.
VideoCipher is aregistered trademark of
General Video Instruments.
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them to discuss the need for technical
regulations.

tiPort have not been overly successful.
EIA/NCTA joint committee—A revision to the channel numbering plan
New business
is near completion. This plan will cover
channel numbers for frequencies up to
A safety alert monitor was demonThe December meeting of the NCTA
1GHz. This plan could have problems
strated. The unit operates on the cable
Engineering Committee was held in
above 900 MHz if the set manufactures
system using a 52 MHz carrier signal
Boulder, Colo., and chaired by Walter
develop adual conversion tuner with a
and will display an LED warning or
Ciciora. The first item of business was
first IF at 965 MHz.
sound an alarm and voice a warning
the Washington update delivered by
FM receiver manufacturers have
in safety of life situations.
Wendell Bailey. There are a number
complained that digitally tuned receivTV manufacturers are finally recogof anti-cable bills being introduced in
ers do not work on some cable systems
nizing the need for a higher quality
Congress to re-regulate the cable inbecause the FM channels are not on
tuner capable of working on a fully
dustry. The industry is viewed by some
FCC frequency assignments. Operators
loaded cable system. They are consideras overcharging, providing poor service
should check to ensure their equipment
ing a double heterodyne tuner with a
and not responding to the wishes of the
is operating on frequency.
first intermediate frequency (IF) at
subscribers. The industry must reverse
Some digital audio service providers
965.25 MHz. This frequency would be
this perception and convince subscribare considering providing enhanced
a problem when cable systems start
ers they are getting the programming
pay TV audio as part of their package.
operating to 1 GHz. It was recomthey desire at a good price and with
This could present a problem as most
mended that the manufacturers conexcellent service.
stereo TV sets do not have the provision
sider an IF above 1GHz however, this
The broadcasters still desire the
to accept RF video and a baseband
would be a technical challenge for
reimplementation of must-carry but
audio input. A separate speaker system
consumer grade equipment. One possiwith UHF stations carried on one of the
would be required to take advantage
ble solution could be channel mapping.
standard VHF channel positions.
of the service.
The increase in the number of sports
Program identification using a line
Subcommittee reports
shows carried on cable has resulted in
in the VBI is under investigation. A
congressional hearings to determine if
HDTV—Development of an ATV
major challenge is determining all the
sports programming is being denied to
test plan is near completion. The final
uses of the VBI at this time and
"free TV" watchers.
review took place during the Western
determining if it is possible to protect
July 1, 1990 is the deadline for
Show. Through CableLabs, atest of the
one line for VBI purposes. The program
submission of CLI or flyover reports to
perceptibility of close-in ghosts has
identification could be used for starting
the FCC. Failure to submit a passing been completed. Additional support VCR recording at the beginning of the
report means that any channels in the
from the industry is still needed at the
show or, possibly, for syndex switching.
aeronautical bands must be turned off many FCC committee meetings to
ARRL/NCTA joint committee—
or moved out of those bands.
ensure adequate representation of the
There have been no recent leaks reThe same date applies to the requireindustry's position.
ported by hams. The League is becomment that converters meet the new
Standards—The second edition of ing concerned about leakage from
maximum output level and signal leakthe NCTA Recommended Practices is
SMATV systems.
age requirements.
Satellite practices—VideoCipher is
now available. The new edition conThe Cable Act requires that the FCC
tains BTSC and coaxial cable test
working on reducing the repair time
review the cable industry operation
procedures in addition to revisions to
on returned equipment. Three field kits
under the Act and submit a report to
the existing procedures.
are being developed to improve the
Congress. The FCC plans to have the
Signal leakage—Systems operatreliability of decoders.
report finished in July 1990.
ing in the aeronautical bands must
National Electrical Code—Some
Satellite scrambling is under review
complete a CLI or flyover and submit
electrical inspectors are requiring that
to determine if it is necessary or
the result to FCC prior to July 1, 1990.
power supplies be UL approved. Operadesirable to have the FCC set ascramA new form, #320, will be sent by the
tors may want to check the local
bling standard for channels delivered
FCC to all cable operators using these
regulations to determine if there is an
to the home dish market.
frequencies.
exclusion that can be applied to avoid
Appeals of the syndicated excluIn-home wiring—The subcommitthe UL requirement.
sivity rules have been denied and
tee is just being organized with Larry
CableLabs—Scientific-Atlanta has
systems were required to comply with
agreed to supply headend equipment
Nelson of Comm/Scope as chairman.
the rules as of January 1, 1990.
One of its objectives will be to develop
for the Labs's headend. Subjective testThe FCC is reviewing the need for
guidelines for use by contractors in
ing of the perceptibility of noise, intertechnical regulations to determine if,
pre-wiring homes.
mod, etc. will be conducted in conjuncpossibly, the rules should be reimpletion with Jerrold's Applied Media Lab.
MultiPort—There was a MultiPort
mented in some part as well as their booth at the Western Show and a Raychem is undertaking corrosive testapplicability to other than class 1 MultiPort TV was given away. Bang
ing of F connector fittings.
signals. The National League of Cities
& Olufsen demonstrated its MultiPort
The next Engineering Committee
has requested that NCTA meet with VCR at the booth. This is the only
meetings are tentatively scheduled for
February 14-15, April 11-12, June
production unit presently available.
By Brian James, Director of
Discussions with set manufacturers to
13-14, August 8-9, October 17-18 and
Engineering, NCTA
encourage them to incorporate MulDecember 13-14. •

Re-regulation bills
dominate news
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With the
Magnavox
Spectrum
2000 Series
you don't have
to wait that long.
Introducing the shape of the future.
in amplifiers. Developed through extensive research, the new Spectrum 2000
is the most technologically advanced amplifier
series available. Inside and out.
Designed to shield your broadband electronics from
the merciless elements, the Spectrum 2000 housing* is
unlike any other. Computer designed convection fins provide superior heat dissipation in either vertical or horizontal installations—keeping internal modules cool. Plus, our
improved weather and RF seals lock out external elements.
Our extended 5/8 inch ports are standard and are designed to accept aheat-shrink seal where the cable enters
the housing. And our optional right angle ports even eliminate the need for 90° and 180° connectors making it asnap
to mount in aerial, vault and pedestal installations. For ease
of maintenance the cover is reversible and always opens
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in the
most convenient way.
And it closes
tight so no
special tools
are needed.
The Spectrum
2000's 600 MHz 2way chassis features
improved surge characteristics for protection
against transient power surges
and color coded fuses for quick identification and easy replacement.
Available in avariety of bandwidths and bandsplits for
worldwide usage, the Spectrum 2000 amplifier is compatible with all Magnavox modules manufactured since 1972.
Bring your broadband system into the next century with
the Spectrum 2000 amplifier series. Call your Magnavox
representative for more information.

MAGNAVOX
u Armovir

CATV SYSTEMS, INC.
100 F
airgrounds Drive. Manlius, NY 13104
(315) 682-9105 cax: (3 5) 682-9006
1-800-448 5171 1n New Y
o k1-800 522-7464)
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VIDEOCIPHER SECURITY

Can VideoCipher
regain cable's trust?
rmed with new technology, a rehorsey about fixing it."
And the grievances have been many.
newed commitment to battling piOver the last three to five months,
In addition to the piracy problem,
acy and improved customer servhowever, a new demeanor seems to
which has been estimated to be as high
ice, the VideoCipher division of Genhave taken hold in San Diego. While
as 75 percent, operators have comeral Instrument is
plained about the
working feverishly
commercial VideoCito regain the trust
pher II's poor deof CATV operators
sign, hideous reliand programmers,
ability record and
who have long felt
repair turnaround
VideoCipher signal
times that often
security and servstretched toward
ice were woefully
two months, necesinadequate.
sitating the stockFour years ago
ing of several exlast month, Home
pensive spares.
Box Office began
VideoCipher's fuscrambling its sigture may well hinge
nal to protect itself
upon the improved
from unauthorized
signal security ofreception by comfered by VideoCimercial and backpher II Plus, a secyard dish owners,
ond-generation conpopulations that
sumer descrambler
were both growing
that also features
astronomically.
increased channel caHBO chose the
pacity by enhancVideoCipher encryping the number of
tion technology and
available tier bits
provided its cable
from 56 to 256.
affiliates
with
Manufacture of the
headend descramblnew unit has just
ing
equipment.
begun and all proSince that time, all The authorization rate is improving at VideoCipher's DBS Authorization Center.
grammers' uplink
major cable programmers have folmany in the CATV community have
sites have now been upgraded to offer
lowed suit, making the VideoCipher
adopted a wait-and-see attitude about
VC II Plus scrambling.
technology the de facto standard in the
VideoCipher's (the technology) future,
Integrated on one chip
industry.
even the most outspoken critics have
noticed VideoCipher's (the company)
The enhanced security comes from
Rampant piracy
new attentiveness to the grievances
the use of a VLSI (very large scale
laid out by cable representatives.
integrated) chip that combines the
Although the encryption process used
security elements which previously
to scramble the signals has never been
required multiple chips. That one cusdefeated, the system has been comprotom chip is extremely sophisticated and
mised heavily, resulting in thousands
features unreadable and unwritable
of illegally authorized receivers being
security keys, according to VideoCiplaced in homes around the country. If
pher officials.
that wasn't enough, VideoCipher offiFor the longest
Over the years, the VideoCipher II
cials exacerbated the problem by ignortechnology has been so viciously ating the problem and generally refusing
time, (VideoCipher)
tacked that entire organizations—
to work with cable operators to work
complete with sophisticated distribuout a solution, according to numerous
didn't recognize
tion networks—have become wealthy
cable engineers who chose to speak on
and powerful by offering pirated boxes.
or admit
the condition they not be identified.
While estimates vary, some observers
"For the longest time, (VideoCiproject that of every four VC Hs that
the problem.'
pher) didn't recognize or admit the
leave the manufacturing facility, only
problem," says one engineer based in
one ends up in the hands of a legitithe Southwest. "And they've been
mately authorized subscriber. The rest
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DoYou Know
The Difference
BetweenTelqiione
And CATV Fiber?
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The difference and it's an important one lies in our Total Systems
ArchitectureTM approach to CATV. It
provides you with the tools to advance
your delivery system and protect your
investment.
Fiber is fiber. But there the similarity ends. Scientific-Atlanta is the first
full line CATV manufacturer to offer it
all. Product, system design, service,
and support. Introducing the
6450 Optoelectronic Laser
Transmitter Fiber optic cable.

o.

Scientific
Atlanta

And, the 6901 Optoelectronic Bridging
Amplifier.
Telephone or CATV? Sure
the fiber is the same. But everything else
about aScientific-Atlanta fiber optics
system is better. These differences are
what makes Scientific-Atlanta the company to rely on for CATV fiber optics
—we do it right.
Call or write Scientific-Atlanta
Dept. AR, P.O. Box 105027
Atlanta, GA 30348
1-800-722-2009

Our customers are the winners.
Reader Service Number 14

What do TBS
and ESPN®
+ say is as
important as
any of the
700 Wegener.
products?

preferable than going in a different
direction."
Indeed, the huge installed base (there
are an estimated 220,000 commercial
units and about 2 million consumer
boxes currently in operation) makes
switching to a new technology a large
pill to swallow. Add the expense of a
changeout to the political ramifications
of obsoleting all the backyard receive
equipment and you've got a Gordian
knot, some say.
So clearly, the best option is to make
the present system secure. "We've
been convinced (developing the VC II
Plus) was the most prudent thing to do
to fix the (piracy) problem because (the
old VC II unit) was the cause of the
problem," Zitter says. Now that the
Plus units are in production and will
be sold in stores by this spring, he
believes it won't take more than just a
few months to determine if the enhanced security will be strong enough.
"For VC II Plus to survive, it has to
be more than just a shield to keep
people from breaking what they've
broken in the past," adds Zitter.
Some other problems

Beyond the piracy problem, the VideoCipher division, which enjoys a market monopoly on satellite signal scrambling and descrambling, has alienated
most in the cable industry for carrying
an arrogant, holier-than-thou attitude
and failing to own up to the system's
shortcomings. "Talk to people at the
system level, the regional level or even
the headquarter level and you'll run
into bad vibes concerning VideoCipher," says one Ibp-10 engineering
official. "Even talk to people in purchasing, you'll get bad vibes."
But even VideoCipher's staunchest
critics see anew effort at being agood
corporate citizen being put forward by
the management in San Diego. Paul
Resch of The Disney Channel, who's
been first to criticize VideoCipher for
Number 15
a number of reasons in the past, now
says there's hope for the future. "I do
another operating engineer, "and I'm
sense a flavor of change in the day-tonot sure it's survivable. A tremendous
day operations" of the company, he
base of highly motivated pirates has
says. "At least their representatives
been built—it could be that the techare coming to the (NCTA Engineering
nology won't survive."
Committee) meetings."
Others are more optimistic. "We've
Resch, who has called for scrapping
been anxiously awaiting the developthe system in the past, now sees a
ment and production of this chip," says
glimmer of hope. "It's aterribly flawed
Bob Zitter, vice president of network
system, but Igive VC II Plus ashot at
operations at HBO. "If it works, I making it. It might work."
think it's fair to say we're happy. But
Despite the luke-warm reception,
will it work? Only time will telL But if VideoCipher officials should be thankwe can fix what we already have, that's
ful they aren't referred to as aseries of

Clear Answers
L
Reader Service

have had their ICs tampered with to
make it look as if they are authorized
units, aprocess known as "cloning."
Stepped up prosecution efforts have
resulted in an increase of authorizations (nearly 100,000 authorizations
were made in the fourth quarter of
1989—the best quarter ever, according
to Mike Walker of VideoCipher) but
many say that if VC II Plus is compromised anytime soon, the industry may
have to consider adifferent technology.
"It's one hell of a mess," said
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expletives anymore. The "new attitude" at VideoCipher is adirect result
of the repeated hammerings the company has taken from avariety of CATV
representatives which resulted in organizational and staffing changes.
"We've made some organizational
changes that allowed us to focus on the
issues and gave us a new product/
customer focus we didn't have in the
past," says Marvin Blecker, who was

more secure hardware.'

man Weinhouse, to identify the problems, the causes and develop solutions.
The problems boiled down to four major
areas: battery circuits, the op amp
circuit, the opto-coupler circuit and
power supplies. Solutions include a
combination of using new suppliers and
VideoCipher's agreement to provide
upgrade kits that can be installed in
the field.
For example, the batteries used by
VideoCipher were arriving from the

"M_CHALLENGE
was to find the best
stereo encoder. Our
California market
demanded state-ofthe-art equipment."

'B ut we're
dedicated
to
providing
audio and
video
security.
The last
four years
have taught
us how to
design

named vice president of engineering
at VideoCipher last March. The result,
says Blecker (who is VideoCipher's
representative to the NCTA Engineering Committee), is the ability (and
now, willingness) to work with customers to solve problems. Slowly, but
surely, Blecker says they've made progress.
Improving turnaround times
"Our repair center did have a
response time that was unacceptable,"
often taking 40 days or more to fix and
return units to operators and programmers, says Blecker. But staffing changes
have led to dramatic improvements.
According to Blecker, last December
the average turnaround time was reduced to 12 days. By the time this story
is read, VideoCipher will be promising
its customers a 10-day turnaround
time. For brand-new units DOA, replacements are promised within two
days, Blecker adds.
The repair center's past track record
only amplified the huge reliability
problems experienced by VC II users.
Operators complained of an inordinate
number of units "dead out of the box,"
as well as consistent battery and power
supply failures.
Over the last five months, Blecker
and his staff has worked closely with
the Engineering Committee's satellite
practices subcommittee, chaired by Nor-

supplier with faulty battery chemistry.
VideoCipher is now using a new supplier for all new production units and
is routinely replacing the battery in the
repair center if it is more than a year
old. Secondly, the original op amp
circuit is being replaced by anew part
which runs 20 degrees cooler than the
original, says Blecker.
Also, the opto-coupler circuit is being
replaced by a custom video chip and a
new power supply vendor was being

-THE

CLEAR ANSWER,
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after looking at 10 manufacturers,
was Wegener. We now have about 170
Model 1602-95 stereo encoders spread
throughout the region and.they're .
excellent. While Wegener offers great
support, to date, the product hasn't given
us asingle problem. We're already testin,g‘
another
Wegener
product,
an AGC
add-on
board to
guarantee
uniform
output levels from variant input sources. The
way Wegener designs and builds its products,
I'm sure we'll add more Wegener equipment."
•
,For aclear answer to your stereo encoder or
other transmission challenges, call Cable Sales
at Wegener Communications.

"There is only onè clear answer...

Al Kuolas, Regional VP Engineering
for Continental Cablevision, the
nation's 3rd largest MSO.

WEGENER
COMMUNICATIONS
UV
C 11350
TECHNOLOGY PARK/JOHNS CREEK
TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE
DULUTH, GEORGIA 30136

(404) 623-0096

TELEX 54-3634

FAX (404) 623-0698
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TELSTKA-28
Get one sweet deal
on the #1 productivity
tool for the CATV
industry.
One Package Price
For afully-equipped, readyto-go Telsta A-28 van or
utility-body mounted service
lift

One Direct Source

Buy hassle-free direct from
Telsta

phased in to the production and repair of VC units as this
story was going to press. Also, VideoCipher is internally
developing a switching power supply to reduce the amount
of heat that builds up inside the unit.
The most welcome news, from the cable operator's
perspective, is that VideoCipher has developed and will offer
three field-installable upgrade kits. The first, available in
March, consists of heat sinks on three ICs and an external
battery; the second, also available in March, will consist of
the new power supply, spare parts and documentation (the
switching supply is due in June); and the third, available in
June, consists of acomplete descrambler circuit card upgrade.
"That is very welcome news," says Ftesch at Disney.
"Lately, (VideoCipher executives) have been extremely
responsive and I'm encouraged by these upgrade kits."
Despite the progress made to improve security and
enhance customer service, the question remains: What if
VideoCipher II Plus is compromised, then what?
One step ahead
According to Blecker, VideoCipher engineers expect the
new Plus unit to be attacked as vigorously as the previous
unit was. One day, he admits, it could be compromised.
That's why VideoCipher engineers are trying to stay one step
ahead of the illegals and developing enhanced security,
including some type of "moving target," for the future. "We
don't expect them (pirates) not to attack VideoCipher II

One Year Warranty

The best in the industry

One Call Does It

Start the ball rolling by
calling: (303) 427-3700

•••••••
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A-28 van mounted lift with
APU. Utility-body mounted
lift also available.

TELSTÁ

PO Box 666. 5600 West 88th Ave.
Westminster, Colorado 80030

A LIFT
ABOVE THE REST

A Unit of PC Telecommunications
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General Cable Company
Phone: 3031427-3700
Facilities in Hayward, CA
Frederick. MD
Lithonia. GA

ervice Number 16
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General Instrument's VideoCipher II
Plus," Blecker says. "Our vendors (the ones who supply the
new secure chips) have told us they've received offers to buy
hundreds of thousands of the chips. But we're dedicated to
providing audio and video security. The last four years have
taught us how to design more secure hardware."
That "moving target" Blecker referred to could take many
forms (and some are already in the breadboard stage), but
the one cable operators and programmers would like to see
is some method of changing the code keys on aregular basis.
While cable engineers admit they're not cryptologists, they
have proposed the use of "smart cards" that could be plugged
in and out or perhaps an internal modem that could send and
receive information back to VideoCipher's DBS Center.
Presently, the keys are distributed in two ways: burned
into the unit at time of manufacture; and over the satellite.
"There needs to be a third path," says Jim Chiddix, senior
vice president of engineering and technology at American
Television and Communications. Chiddix believes that if
VideoCipher can correct the hardware security problem, the
scrambling system itself will likely remain in use for along
time because it has yet to be defeated.
"They (VideoCipher) haven't done everything we'd like
to see them do," says HBO's Zitter, who negotiated the first
contract between HBO and M/A-Com for VideoCipher. "But
they've done what is probably the best thing they could do
for now. We'll wait and see if it's good enough."
—Roger Brown
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It's atough market out there and
the smart money goes with asure
thing whenever it's available. That's
why more top MSO's put their money
on Learning audio equipment. It has
the proven assets to return ahigh
yield of performance and reliability.
It's clear why the industry is
bullish on Learning equipment.
Products like the MTS-2B BTSC
Stereo Generator offer more standard
features than any comparable unit
and at avery comparable price.

UNLOCK

UNLOCK

sreic

CARMEN

PUAS'

LEVEL

Sharp, clean audio with a
frequency response flat out to 15
kHz, typical stereo separation >30
dB, true AGO, Bessel -null test-tone,
dbx' noise processing. and stereo
synthesis for ad insertion are basics
that Learning buyers have come to
expect.
This is the kind of dependable
equipment that operators want to
have on-line for the not-so-far-away
day when every minute of broadcast
time will be in stereo.

THE MTS-2B IS PREFERRED BY MOR

TS-2E1 BTSC STEREO GENERATOR

So. if you're in the market for
success, take this insider tip and call
or write today for more information on
the full line of audio equipment. Make
Learning your next sound investment.

LEAMING INDUSTRIES
15339 Barranca Parkway, Irvine,CA 92718
(714) 727-4144 •FAX (714) 727-3650

TOP MSO'S THAN ANY OTHER ENCODER
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Nelworkin strategy and
design for U cable systems
Fiber optic systems

T

he network strategy United Artists
proposes is basically a mixture of
old and cutting edge technology. A
transmission network is primarily the
application of concepts aimed at controlling the accumulation of distortions
and maintaining them below the level
that causes noticeable visual/audio impairment of the programming or errors
within the transmitted data.
This goal must be achieved within
financial reason, be maintainable at
an acceptable operating cost and be
accomplished within the necessary schedule.
The following is a brief view of the
network planning we will be utilizing
to achieve the above goals:

The network strategy

By J.S. Crusan, United Artists
International

United Artists
proposes is
basically amixture
of old and
cutting edge
technology.

The known attributes of frequency
modulated fiber optic systems (Figure
1) and the emergence plus acceptance
of the new amplitude modulated fiber
systems will permit fiber optic trunking to become a key tool in the
development of our United Kingdom
cable networks.
Optical fiber systems provide important advantages for the transmission
of broadband signals. The major advantage, attenuation of less than 0.4 dB
per kilometer, results in extended transmission distances when compared to
coaxial supertrunking. AM fiber, repeaterless optical trunks currently are
capable of providing 24-channel, 12mile spacings with current laser technologies. Since the signals are optical

AM Fiber hubs
examples

Melksham
rd on Avon
Trowbridge

Could be added to franchise
with 28 kilometers of fiber
and aFM fiber hub
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Warminster

there is no problem with radiated or
conducted electromagnetic interference.
Additionally, fiber is small, flexible,
lightweight and corrosion resistant
making it ideal for installation in the
footpaths and carriageways of Great

Britain.
All AM and FM fiber optic cables
will operate in the 1300 nm to 1500
nm windows. The VHF/UHF portion
of the distribution system will operate
between 5 MHz and 750 MHz grouped
into 8-MHz channels for PAL-1 television and reserves for the wider bandwidths necessary to support HDTV,
Quality and Performance done

the Rite Way

offers you more:
• Fiber optic
• Underground
• Aerial
• Cable
• Construction
• Strand Mapping
• Splicing

_
Relax! While you're out drifting in the boat Picos
PT traps won't be drifting anywhere. New patent
pending technology keeps the PT perfectly stable
and eliminates adjacent
channel interference
9 whatever the weather So
catch the big one on us!

Rite Cable Construction

ft

Provides All Your
Engineering &Construction
needs, including Fiber Optics

704/874-4202
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The Inside Story on Reliability
Fully isolated battery
compartment

100% Shielded
enclosure

Weather-sealed
outside case

Solid-state
display

Reliability built into aCALAN, Inc. Model
1776 Sweep Receiver is very apparent from
the outside: the totally weather-sealed case;
the rug,gedized overall construction; the
moisture-sealed key covers on the front panel.
But what really makes this unique
equipment reliable is on the inside.

It's microprocessor control, making testing
easier, faster, and more accurate.
But all of these careful design criteria would
be useless without the 75 years of CALAN
engineering experience that went into the
unit, making it the most reliable test
equipment available today.
But if you ask aCALAN user, he'll most
likely tell you that he hasn't seen the inside
of his unit.. .just the outside, improving his
system performance with no interference,
and allowing more with his limited
maintenance budget.

It's high-reliability components throughout
the design, allowing incredible stability over
temperature and humidity extremes.
It's complete RF shielding, allowing
extended dynamic range for precise tests like
Composite Triple Beat.
It's asolid-state Electro-Luminescent
display, replacing the outdated CRTs.
It's new Surface-Mount RF Technology,
making critical RF boards more reliable and
more accurate than ever possible before. And
abattery compartment that is totally isolated
from the electronics, for absolute protection
of the unit.

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Maybe that's the real inside story.

CALAN Surface-Mount RF Technoiogy

CALAN, Inc., R.R. 1, Box 86T, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328 • (717) 828-2356
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Britain.
All AM and FM fiber optic cables
will operate in the 1300 nm to 1500
nm windows. The VHF/UHF portion
of the distribution system will operate
between 5 MHz and 750 MHz grouped
into 8-MHz channels for PAL-1 television and reserves for the wider bandwidths necessary to support HDTV,

Quality and Performance done
the Rite Way

offers you more:
• Fiber optic
• Underground
• Aerial
• Cable
• Construction
• Strand Mapping
• Splicing

Relax! While you're out drifting in the boat Picos
PT traps won't be drifting anywhere. New patent
pending technology keeps the PT perfectly stable
and eliminates adjacent
channel interfeience
whatever the weathet So
catch the big one on us!

Rite Cable Construction
Provides All Your
Engineering &Construction
needs, including Fiber Optics

704/874-4202
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The Inside Story on Reliability
Fully isolated battery
compartment

100% Shielded
enclosure

Weather-sealed
outside case

Solid-state
display

Reliability built into aCALAN, Inc. Model
1776 Sweep Receiver is very apparent from
the outside: the totally weather-sealed case;
the ruggedized overall construction; the
moisture-sealed key covers on the front panel.
But what really makes this unique
equipment reliable is on the inside.
It's high-reliability components throughout
the design, allowing incredible stability over
temperature and humidity extremes.
It's complete RF shielding, allowing
extended dynamic range for precise tests like
Composite Triple Beat.
It's asolid-state Electro-Luminescent
display, replacing the outdated CRTs.
It's new Surface-Mount RF Technology,
making critical RF boards more reliable and
more accurate than ever possible before. And
abattery compartment that is totally isolated
from the electronics, for absolute protection
of the unit.

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

It's microprocessor control, making testing
easier, faster, and more accurate.
But all of these careful design criteria would
be useless without the 75 years of CALAN
engineering experience that went into the
unit, making it the most reliable test
equipment available today.
But if you ask aCALAN user, he'll most
likely tell you that he hasn't seen the inside
of his unit...just the outside, improving his
system performance with no interference,
and allowing more with his limited
maintenance budget.
Maybe that's the real inside story.

CALAN Surface-Mount RF Technology

CALAN, Inc., R.R. 1, Box 86T, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328 • (717) 828-2356
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MAC and other future enhanced services.
Special precautions are planned when

placing the fiber optic cables in ducts
beneath footpaths and carriageways to
insure the integrity of the optical trunk

Your #1 Source
For CATV
Equipment & Service

lines. Duct routes containing fibers
will be buried, when practical, at a
greater depth than normal coaxial
cable construction procedures dictate.
The special fiber express routes may
be encased in concrete or otherwise
shielded from careless digging related
damage.
Routes to the AM fiber hubs (Figure
2) will be engineered to divert critical
circuits from main carriageways to less
congested routes with fewer utilities.
Special instances requiring maximum
circuit protection could feature a second, automatically switched redundant
fiber optic cable following a diverse
route to the AM fiber receiver.
Implementation timetables for the
fiber optic systems will be primarily
dictated by the number of homes that
can be initially serviced from the
master headend/hub within each respective franchise.
Rollout and activation of the AM
fiber transmission systems (Figure 3)
will be strategically delayed to permit
initial construction, marketing and
installation of homes within a threemile radius of the master headend hub
or FM fiber optic hub.
The phasing of the fiber optic rollout
will permit the AM fiber portion of the

GO GOLFING!

We Buy, Rebuild & Sell
•Large Volume is our Specialty!
•Excess Inventory
•Refurbished Line Equipment
•Complete Bill of Materials
•Fast Delivery!
Guaranteed To Meet Factory Specs!
120 Day Parts and Labor Unconditional Warranty
Outside California

800/227-1200
Inside California

800/223-3152
415/651-4331
FAX 415/651-8545

CAW
SERVICES
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No need to work overtime solving
signal leakage problems with Picos PT traps working for you.
Only the PT's welded seams provide
superior isolation and significantly exceed the 1990 FCC
standards. Enjoy your game knowing the only
traps to worry about -are sand traps!
Reader Service Number 19

2211 Warm Springs Court, Fremont CA 94539
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Alpha Technologies' standby power supplies and
Johnson Controls' Dynasty Gel Cells: acombination
that rises above all others to achieve the very best in
service life, performance and value. That's why more
and more MSO's agree: Dynasty Gel Cel batteries are
the best choice for their standby power needs.

fresh and on time so their valuable lives aren't spent
waiting for installation. Alpha's battery chargers are
temperature compensated -solving the common
problem of overcharge in warm weather and
undercharge in cold -assuring you get the maximum
in service life from your Dynasty batteries.

Dynasty Gel Cell batteries live longer. They use a
technology uniquely suited to the demanding
CATV environment for standby
power systems: the toughest environment for any battery. And
Dynasty batteries are produced with
acommitment to quality unmatched
by other battery manufacturers. Alpha
shipment coordination system ensures
that your Dynasty Gel Cells arrive

We're not promising everlasting life, but Dynasty Gel
Cell batteries from Alpha and Johnson Controls will
provide alonger, more productive service life
than any other standby battery for CATV.
You don't have to reach for the stars for that
kind of performance, just reach for the phone.
Alpha Technologies' power supplies and
Johnson Controls' Dynasty Batteries:
the two technologies that have become
an industry standard.

JfieHNSON
CONTRuLS

4:1
7
ALPHA

3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226-8302
TELEPHONE: 206-647-2360
FAX: 206-671-4936

1fl

TECHNOLOGIES

5700 Sidley St., Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
TELEPHONE: 604-430-1476
FAX: 604-430-8908
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1EER IN THE U
headend electronics to be delayed until
a later date with a corresponding
improvement in the timing of the
capital expenditures while gaining a
further one-half-year extension of time
for the AM fiber suppliers to reduce
prices and evolve higher levels in
performance.
The activation of the AM fiber
system requires access to the full HRC
band of cable channels available at the
output of the master headend or FM
fiber optic hub. This full complement
of channels directly modulates the AM
fiber optic launch laser in the AM
transmitter and the resultant signal is
coupled to the optical fiber for transportation to the AM fiber receiver.
The AM fiber optic receiver reverses
the process by converting the optical
signals back to electrical signals in the
VHF/UHF television bands. This group
of television channels is then introduced to a standard coaxial cable line
and creates anew hub providing trunking inputs for the immediate service
area circumscribed by a circle with a
three-mile radius.
The full implementation of the AM
fiber system would be a replication of
this concept and essentially creates a
network of fiber optic receivers driving

Mounting Bracket
Input Level
53 dbmv 600 mhz
44 dbmv 54 mhz

Length =8"
Output Level by row
Row 1=40/31
Row 2=33/24
Row 3=26/17
Row 4=19/10

Ouadtap
48 Port

dBmv
dBmv
dBmv
dBmv

•Four rows of twelve F-fittings
•No equalizers or attenuators
•Mounts in cabinet in attitude that
places the F-fittings downward
Housing is non-enterable and sealed

•F-fittings are spaced to allow
standard F-connector tightening
with close quarter security tool
All isolations greater than 25 dB
•Freq. response = +- 1.5 dB 5/600 MHz
*Prime design goal is high reliability
*Will be housed in cabinet or indoors
•Two-way design concepts required

Figure 5
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TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER
CABLE FAULT LOCATOR
• SUPERIWIST LIQUID
CRYSTAL DISPLAY

• AUTOMATIC DISTANCE
CALCULATION
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PRINTER STANDARD
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You can afford that ski trip with all the money youlliV
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using Picos PT traps. The PT's perfect security and
performance means no more lost revenues to signal
theft and no expensive truck roll outs to replace failing
traps. Hit the slopes- Picos gone uphill
so you can go downhill!
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Complete

For more Information or to place an order call or write:

-RISER-BOND
INSTRUMENTS

505 16th STREET P.O. BOX 188
AURORA, NEBRASKA 68818
402-694-5201
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"Deliver 40 channels with 60dB C/N over
32 kilometers now. No more waiting

CATV operators can have tomorrow's quality today.
Clustering and regional networking have never
been easier or more cost-effective. You don't have
to sacrifice transmission distance to get ahigh

This "new" AML system teams high power
solid-state SSTX-145 transmitters with the high
performance 550 MHz compact outdoor COR
series receiving hubs to de;iver the highest signal
quality of any AM-modulated transmission system on the market today.

quality signal. And you can jump immediately to
high-density subscriber areas without costly and
time consuming construction through marginal
revenue areas.

Pass the quality on to your subscribers by locating
inexpensive AML receiving hubs throughout the
service area, and keep the cascades short. At the
same time you gain the system design flexibility,

For more information, contact Hughes Aircraft
Company, Microwave Communications Products
toll free: (800)227-7359, ext. 6233. In California:
(213) 517-6233.1n Canada: COMLINK Systems Inc.,
Oshawa, Ontario, (416)436-8888.

operations dependability and cost-effectiveness
you've come to expect from Hughes AML.

41e5j,kim AML i,4 Nvie
See us at the Texas Show, Booth #456.

-dee
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HUGHES

mini coaxial distribution networks.
Because of the size of the London,
Avon and Estuary franchises, it will
be necessary to co-design an FM fiber
optic transmission loop. The current
technology supporting AM fiber optic
transmission is currently limited to
approximately 12 miles for two 24channel fibers (although laser manufacturers expect accelerated development of AM fiber technology permitting distribution paths exceeding 12
miles and 48 channels per fiber within
the next few years).
The system design requirement (Figure 4) to extend distribution trunk
lines from the master headend to the
remote towns within the associated
franchises will require a signal transportation technology with greater reach
than AM fiber currently commands.
Presently, these design constraints can
be accommodated by existing FM fiber
optic trunking technologies or, when
approved, by utilizing AML/LDS, 12
GHz microwave.
Timing of expenditures for the full
FM fiber optic trunking systems will
be dependent upon three critical factors:
1) Licenses for AML/LDS microwave.
2) Availability of serviceable homes

Trunk Amps
Trunk amps=11 dBmv IN. .33/27 dBmv out
Bridger amp-....48/42 dBmv at output of amplifier
Feeder maker=....40/34 dBmv at output of FM-4
Line extender amp=23/17 dBmv Minimum Input....53/44 dBmv out

Television drop cables

Bridger
Quacftap
Figure 6

that can be reached prior to the exhaustion of AM fiber optic capabilities.
3) Business decisions affecting the
sequence of construction areas.
The application of FM fiber technology is well understood and is currently
utilized extensively for transportation
of cable television signals with distance requirements exceeding the limits for supertrunking and AM fiber.
One major inconvenience and price
penalty for use of FM fiber optic
trunking is the engineering require-

,We've got you
covered!

CAT V
connector
•
protection
from POLYCHEM

•Nt)

CF TV-HEAT SHRINK \
TUBING The industry
leader in protection
and clean re-entry.

ment to construct an additional processing facility to translate the output
of the fiber optic cable from the frequency modulated form as required for
fiber trunking to the AM/VSB format
required by the standard television.
Another major inconvenience is the
inability to transmit and process sync
suppressed, scrambled channels from
the master headend through the FM
fiber receive hub without the necessity
of relocating the scramblers to the FM
fiber receive hub (several schemes are

GO PICO!

TROUBLE FREE
PAY TV SECURITY
WITH

ef' \

POLYFLEX SFT-150
The original CATV-Self
Fusing Tape Ideal for
housing to housing and
90 connections

)

iè

POLY CHEM-SHRINK NEW!
F Connector Boot
requires no flame-heat or
tools Complete watertight
integrity and corrosion
protection Easy to insfalr

THE PICO PERFECT TRAP

Notch Filters
Decoders
Tier Traps

Contact your authorized
POLYCHIM-Cristributor qr.-POO/CHEM 1
-$00-4,58- 922

Seebsee-"t
h
- e Texas Show, Booth

PICO

PICO PRODUCTS, INC.
CAN DIVISION
103 Commerce Blvd.
(315) 451-7700
Fax 4(315) 451-7904
Inside the US.
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-822-7420

#662.
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currently under development to resolveIntegration
this problem and should be finalized
prior to installing FM fiber hubs).
Practical applications for digital modue...
r:
lation are on the near horizon and may
well become economic reality within
the two to three years anticipated as
e,
g
the likely timetable necessitating the
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technologies.
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nance of these facilities will be directed
from acentral depot where spare parts,
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20 pair Telco "Cu Cable
up-to-date literature and concentrated
engineering talent will be responsible
Figure
for supporting first echelon, system7
the ability to reduce the size of cables
level maintenance.
struct asystem in the UK is associated
and eliminate system architecture
with the excavation and reinstatement
Distribution duct systems
choices that demand disproportionate
of footpaths along the cable route.
percentages of the available duct space.
A key consideration toward cost
Product development focused toward
The major capital required to conreduction of the duct infrastructure is
k

VIDEO DA
:7
aeià-4.7" x 3.7" x 2.2"

RF IMMUNE!
GOES ANYWHERE
1x4 or 1x5
Gain-Adjustable from
.5 to 1.5 Volts

OUTSTANDING

Equalization-Compensates
for 1000' of RG-59 /U

IN STRENGTH AND PERFORMANCE

Response- .5dB at 10MHz

Cable Prep's RTH-4500 Ratchet T Handle for ease of operation
•Easy to install on any coring or stripping/
coring tool with a3/8" shaft with 3flats.
•Can be purchased separately or at a
discounted price with anew CABLE PREP
SCT or DCT tool.
•Self contained unit- maintenance free.
•Fully backed by Cable Prep.
•Competitively priced. •Made in the U.S.A.
•Service-oriented manufacturer.
Copynght 1989 Ben Hughes Communrcanon Products Co
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So user friendly it can be used
with our competitor's tools!

cable prep .
BEN HUBHE S COMMUNICAT ION PROf

JC

S t,0

Propagation Delay100Nsec

$175

207 Middlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373
Chester, ConnotOcut 06412.0373
(203)526-4337 FAX: (203)526-2291

142 SIERRA ST • EL SEGUNDO

We make yourjob easier!

(213) 322-2136
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THE A T OF
ADDIeSS
ILITY
AC"

There's an art to creating an addressable cable
system. The Pioneer BA-6000 converter brings all the
right elements together to create state-of-the-art
addressability.
The composition of such features as volume control,
multi-vendor scrambling compatibility, PPV/IPPV
capability, VCR program timer, VCR filter, four digit
display, and unmatched security illustrate the lasting
impression of apicture-perfect addressable converter.
The BA-6000 paints an attractive picture for cable
operators.
Reader Service Number 28
600 East Crescent Ave. •Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458

(V) PIONEER
(204 327-6400

Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450

Copyright 1990

Integral Duct Layout
165 meters

Cabinet

Distance to each house boundry

25

75

50

100

125

165

V
Duct size could range from 25 to 35 mm
Duct quantities could range from 4to 10

Figure 8
size reduction and reliability is essential to relief of duct space and future
operating expenses.
The Quadtap (Figure 5), developed
by Tener Industries for United Artists,
is a significant example of European
product development. This device displaces multiple 8-way taps and housingto-housing connectors with a single
16/32/48 port centralized tap.
System operational levels (Figure 6)
to support the Quadtap indicate that
the system distortion budget for third
order is concentrated in the final node
to extend the capture area of the node
and reduce street furniture.
Low cost diplex filters (Figure 7)
(home) and (node) units, could enable
telephone services to couple directly to
CATV drop cable and eliminate the
space consuming copper wires from
each telephone subscriber to the Quadtap location.
Flush mounted cabinets that improve CATV public relations are also
under priority development.
A crossover device to interface cable
TV return data to telephone circuits
located at common equipment points
is another possible product required to
promote telco/cable TV integration.

toward reducing the displacement volume of the duct system, cost reducing
pits/street furniture, altering the backfill material and minimizing the trench
width to lower surface reinstatement
charges.
The basic trench configuration (Figure 8) for analysis of the "seamless

duct approach" utilizes individual conduits serving two potential adjacent
subscriber locations. This configuration is one example of an alternate
approach to ducting systems. The conventional approach currently widely
utilized (Figure 9) is configured as a
single large conduit for all subscriber
drops. This subscriber drop conduit
could be reduced in dimension at the
ends where fewer subscriber drop cables exist.
Another important change may be
the 100 percent preinstallation of drops
to promote quality control of the installation work in the cabinet, lower the
later year effects of duct congestion and
reduce the time necessary to install the
drops at alater date.
In all probability the final network
planning will continue to evolve as we
investigate new concepts and materials.
We must continue to apply downward pressure on capital costs and
create new operational techniques.
Support of the revolutionary hybrid
telco/CATV plant may require major
revisions of currently accepted operational concepts. Technicians versed in
both disciplines and dual plant designs
overlaid on common base information
are but a few new wrinkles in the
evolutionary integration of the two
industries. •

United Kingdom Trench Detail

(Coaxial)
Trunk and feeder

Fiber
50[75 mm

89/75 mm

75/50 mm
"---

Telco multipair trunk
(copper and fiber)

Cable TV and Telco
Drops

Key difference
The basic underground duct system
is the key plant difference between the
UK and North America. Our major
thrust toward cost reduction is directed
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Figure 9

Loot roe
More Efficiency.

More Service.

In response to operators' concerns over
shyrocketing utility costs, Lectro designed and
delivered the first Super Efficient power supplies.
Now, acomplete line of Super Efficient products
is available for you.

We've been powering cable systems for decades.
we back up our service and warranties with field
and factory support personnel. A satisfied
customer is our most important asset.

More Modularity.
Lectro features plug-in modularity so advanced,
so simple that maintenance is asnap! Just ask the
man in the bucket.

In Georgia, call (4(4) 543-1904

More Designs
Lectro has the most diversified product line in
the business, ranging from 4amp to 18 amp.

CALL 1-800-551-3790.

[J Lect ro
More power to you

Lectro Products, Inc.
420 Athena Dr.
Athens, GA 30601

COMM/SCOPE MEA
YOU HAVE OU
fef/110/1711/10

,I1111111111,110111,1

NS QUALITY CABLE.
R AME ON It
Comm/Scope. Year after year, you've come to associate that name
with consistently high-quality cable products. And there's agood reason.
Every reel of Comm/Scope cable, drop cable as well as trunk &
distribution, has to pass stringent testing in our plant before it goes
out to you. We've been doing that ever since we started making cable. And
we're never going to change.
All you have to do is look for our name on the cabie. Then you
know what you're getting. Comm/Scope means quality cable. Reel after
reel after reel after...
Call your nearest Comm/Scope representative or call us at
800/982-1708 (800/222-6808 in North Carolina).

Comm/Scope, Inc.
THE Cable in Cable TV

PO Box 1729, Hickory NC 28602. Phone: 800-982-1708 (800-222-6808 in NC). Fax: 704-328-3400. Telex: 802-166.

Some further thou ghts on
leakage manag ment
tseems that everything
that
could ever be
said about signal
leakage may already have been
said. And yet—
there appear to be
some specific items
and principles that
need to be restated just one
more time. On the
other end of the spectrum there is an
element of the cable fraternity that
concentrates on elevating leakage management into an unnecessarily hi-tech
science with expensive hi-tech accoutrements and overly focused on the details
of data capture, transportation, manipulation and storage which may
result in "tap-dancing" around the
subject with very little actual leakage
elimination accomplished.
Cable signal leakage is awell known
fact of life and like any other ongoing
project, it must be managed. The results of neglected leakage management
are set out in Figure 1.
Leakage management breaks into
three main, simple to differentiate,
areas of concern:
• Leakage into the air space above
the cable system.

The first possibility is evaluated by
afigure of merit we call the cumulative
leakage index. CLI may be defined as
"a method of measuring and determining the probability that signal leakage
from acable system will cause interference to aeronautical radio services."
The sequel to the above is that "a
successful air or ground CLI in no way
absolves systems from carrying out a
ground based leakage management
plan per FCC Rules, Part 76, which
include monitoring, logging and repairing leaks exceeding 20 p.V/m at 10
feet or causing harmful interference at
any level. The emphasis is on the word
cumulative. For instance, you can't do
a cumulative leak index on five miles
of new plant because it does not
represent the potential of the entire
cable plant to interfere with the safety
of life and property above the system.
And yet you will hear people say
things like, "The new plant does not
meet CLI" when they mean it does not
meet Part 76 of CFR 47. A report was
recently published which said in part
that, a headend "did not meet CLI!"
So let us instead talk about leakage
management or leakage control and try
to remember that the cumulative leakage index is just ameasurement technique for evaluating the effectiveness
of our leakage management/control
programs in preventing interference
RESULTS OF NEGLECTED
in the air space
LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT
above our systems.
• Interference to aircraft NAV/COMM
Easy v‘ay to do 1
3000
• Interference to radio amateurs
There are two
• Interference to off-air TV receptilon
types of ground• Interference to police, fire & industry
based CLI measure• Impaired pictures due to ingress
ment techniques.
• Degraded overall soft pictures due to the addition of
The first is called
many degraded return-losses (Micro-reflections)
Imo and the second,
• Increased service calls
amathematical sim• Aggravated response problems
plification of the
• Imposition of FCC fines & lost credibility
first formula, is
• LOSS OF CHANNELS
called Ix. Enough
Figure 1
has been said about
• Leakage at ground level above 20
Ix and most systems have done at least
iiV/m at 10 feet from the cable.
one by now, but questions still arise
• Leakage of any level if it causes
about I3000 . Because the Ix number
harmful interference.
keeps growing with the size of the
system involved, more leaks have to
By Roy Ehman, Director ofEngineering, be fixed to a lower level for bigger
Jones Intercable
systems to get apassing mark.
COMPUANCE
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4000 on the other hand, takes into
account the size of the system by
allowing for the attenuation of the
leakage signals from further out in the
big system which arrive at an aircraft
located at the center of the system. The
slant height to the aircraft is factored
into the formula which can be seen in
the FCC Rules that we are all mandated to have on hand.
The extra factor that enters into the
formula is the distance from the center
of the system. Many questions are
asked about how to arrive at this figure
in a convenient manner. Thoughts of
using Loran C arise but this degree of
sophistication and expense is not necessary although some would jump at the
chance to experience operating another
piece of hi-tech gear.
All that is necessary is to locate the
center of your franchise(s) and using
this point draw concentric circles at 0.5
km, 1.5 km, 2.5 km, 3.5 km and 4.5
km as shown in Figure 2. Now the
distance to be logged for the very inner
circle becomes zero, the first annular
area then, has an average distance
from the center of 1km, the next is 2
km, the next is 3km, etc.
Each area or region is therefore
identified by a simple integer number
which is also the distance from the
center. It therefore becomes unnecessary to divide large systems into innumerable little squares each with it's
own identification code or number and
each with an associated measured or
estimated distance from center. Gone
also is the need for lookup tables.
For example, to enter Zone 5 into
your log or software just put 5 for the
zone and 5for the distance in kilometers and the job is done. This yields
fewer zones so that a really large
system may have less than 100 annular
zones instead of 200 to 300 little
squares or rectangles. Also, it is no
harder to determine which zone you are
in with ring shaped zones than it is
with squares. Where the outer rings
encompass too great an area, quadrants can be used yielding identifications such as 25N, 25S, 25E and 25W
with the first two characters giving the
distance from center.
With very big systems it is more
efficient to obtain your passing CLI by

New Tradition In Cable Software

Vehicle I
'don al ion Center

LIM"

'1 N`Ill'111,,, lilt.

VIC

Vehicle Information Center

Now you can take complete control of the fleet.
Tracks vehicles, drivers, maintenance costs, and
accidents. The ultimate tool for the vehicle
manager.

MOM Monthly Outage Management
Finally, an ideal way to compile monthly outage
statistics. Results for each system are graded
in areport card style. Almost makes outages fun.

LES

Leakage Evaluation System

The industry standard. Most flexible and powerful signal leakage software available, anywhere!
As with all our products, quick to learn and easy
to use.
For More Information:

Long Systems, Inc.
Long SY s'

0-669- LONG

800-669-5664

3131 Camino Del Rio North,
Suite 1010
San Diego, California 92108-5711

619-584-2400
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purchasing a third party flyover. Before scheduling the flyover it is most
important to do aground based rideout
to make sure that there is a good
chance of passing the aerial CLI. A
mini CLI rideout of say, one-third of
the plant, including known leak prone
areas, and using your software to
extrapolate the answer for 100 percent
plant is perfectly satisfactory for in-

house purposes. A pass mark of 1
3000 =
-10 or better (or I = 61 or better)
should be aimed at to provide acushion
against equipment and human variations. A failed flyover means that the
time and cost must be incurred asecond
time.
Antennas
To accomplish your leakage manage-

VIDEOCIPHER I REPAIRS

DUAL 500CH & GLR500CH
CRYSTAL COMMERCIAL
SATELLITE RECEIVER

Fast Turnaround for Out of Warranty Repairs

Commercial Units Only

Descrambler Ready -Crystal Synthesized
Rack Mount -Thumbwheel Tuning

ment you will, of course, require among
other things, antennas. To do aground
based CLI, the FCC requires you to
monitor between 108 MHz and 137
MHz using a horizontal antenna. Part
76.609(H)(1) clearly states "A field
strength meter of adequate accuracy
using ahorizontal dipole antenna shall
be employed." For monitoring, logging
and repairing leaks you can use any-

e••••••••••111It

...401811
TIMM« II

Jear MMAUTOMATION TECHNIQUES INC. SIMI
MADE IN USA

1575 N. 105 E. Avenue •Tulsa. OK 74116 •(918)836-2584

Single $339
Dual $619
1575 N. 105th E. Ave. /Tulsa, Oklahoma, 74116
VIclooClphorf lo
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O to 600 in .035 seconds
Because of its exclusive spin knob, the Trilithic SP 1700 Digital
signal level meter can cover its range of 5to 600 MHz quicker
than any other meter on the market today. The SP 1700 Digital
has the accuracy you need ensuring that precision test results
are always there when you want them.
The smooth, analog meter movement, combined with the
large digital readouts make the SP 1700 as quick to read as it is
easy to use.
The SP 1700 stands up to heavy use thanks to construction that
is engineered to meet the MIL STD 810D drop test It's also
highly water resistant, has afront panel replaceable Fconnector
and comes in apadded carrying case.

The SP 1700 Digital offers more
of what technicians really need:
Selectable channel plans which
include: NCTA, HRC, IRC, PAL or
use the 99 channel memory to store
your own.
5to 600 MHz frequency range
Electro-mechanical attenuator
60 Hz and 120 Hz active carrier
hum testing
Highly water resistant
Meets MIL SID 810D drop test
Industry exclusive 2year warranty

For more information on the fastest signal level meter around, call or write:
Trilithic • 9202 East 33rd Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46236 • 317-895-3600
800-344-2412 Outside Indiana • FAX: (317) 895-3613 • TELEX 244-334 (RCA)
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11, TRILITHIC

thing that makes
sense although following the FCC
guidelines is obviously a prudent
course. Figure 3 is
a tabulation of antennas for the leakage monitoring
scene as we know
it today.
All
systems
should have received their Form 320s directly from
the FCC by the time this is read. A
Form 320 must be filed with apassing
CLI for each community served on or
before July 1. The regulations state
that you may not commence to operate
nor continue to operate a system with
a non-compliant CLI after July 1, and
systems are expected to voluntarily run
all aeronautical channels "reduced"
(below +38.75 dBmV anywhere in the
plant) or shut them down until such
times as they do meet the requirements.
Figure 4 graphically illustrates the
channel losses that can be incurred on
account of failure to pass and file the
CLI by July 1. Note also, that if any
system that is delinquent in respect of

LEAK MANAGEMENT ANTENNAS

COMPLIANCE

Model

lmped. Price

COMSONICS
FW-1
FD-10

Description
800-336-9681
Mag mount 1/4 wave Monopole cut to frequency
Flip-up dipole. 36" PVC handle.

75
75

59
199

50/75

325

75
75
75

80
139
160

404-633-2867
Mag or fixed mount, 10 inch profile, 1/2 wave c/w
ground plane, adjustable 104-140 MHz in PVC
Pistol grip, folding 3element yagl, 18 MHz wide,
above with 10 dB gain battery powered amplifier
Hand or fixed mount, 1/2 wave adjustable dipole

SCOTT WINFIELD
N/A
75
LA-108A
75

35
169

800-346-1766
Mag Mount 1/4 wave whip
Horizontal resiliently end-mounted Dipole by Linrose

TRILITHIC
AVM-2
AVM-3
AFS-2
AFS-1

50
50
50
75

79
79
199
169

800-344-2412
Mag mount 1/4 wave whip 108-118 MHz
Mag mount 1/4 wave whip 118-157 MHz
Flip-up dipole. Fiber pole to 10'. 108 >157 MHz
Tunable dipole. Sectional fiber handle to 10'

VITEK
1305
1300

75
72

33
180

800-332-8428
Mag mount 1/4 wave whip cut to freq aboie 135 MHz
Horizontal center mag mnt dipole. Height Ato C = 39"

WAVETEK
RD-1
VMA-1

75
75

450
95

800-428-4424
Adjustable dipole with pre-amp and handle
Mag mount 1/4 wave whip

LINDSAY
CLVA
3LTA
c/w LBA-10
RIA-1

Figure 3

Our Line Of Disti
Today the challenges of taking your
delivery system further are enormousHigher
signal quality. More channels. Better reliability
Flexibility That's why Scientific-Atlanta has
developed the Total Systems Architecture'
approach to provide you with the tools
to advance your delivery system and protect
your investment.
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FIBER OPTICS.
The ultimate in signal quality, with built in optical isolator and RF
switch. Capability for up to four laser transmitters and three receivers.
It's compatible with all coax systems. You can depend on
Scientific-Atlanta's design experience and support

Cu COMPLIANCE

Effect of CLI Non-Compliance
37 Cannel System
Remainder = 20

54 Channel System
Remainder = 20

Lost Channels = 17

Lost Channels =34
Al. A2 included

Figure 4
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HIGH OUTPUT

BRIDGING AROPLWIER

FEEDFORWARD AND AT AMPLIFIERS.

FT BRIDGER AND LL\1E EXTENDER.

Get a
full line of "drop-in" upgrades. Mix and match to grow capacity
more economically. AT outdistances conventional power doubling,
stretches spacing and maintains high picture quality Feedforward
amplifiers have over 99% reliability, earning us the industry's largest
installed base.

Super trunk performance out to the feedet with output needed to deliver
up to 27 more channels without respacing. FT takes high quality AT,
feedforward, or fiber signals to the home. With twice the output of
power doubling, half the distortion and 27% less power consumption,
Fr runs cooler and more reliable.
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Part 76 and the
CLI rules in particular, the FCC
, is empowered to
' levy a fine of
$2,000 per day, per
„ /
. "
offense to a maxi...
'
mum of $20,000
e•
'
per offense while
•
..+
the problems re.4 . e ..:
main uncorrected,
,
Bear in mind that
a CLIco over 64,
every leak over 20 I.LV/m and every
out-of-spec offset channel is an "offense."
In connection with meeting Part 76
before commencing operations, the rules
specifically provide in section 76.611(f)
for turning on new plant and proving
that it meets Part 76. This also applies
to dropping in an unified, (but properly
offset) test carrier into a system for
leakage testing, flyovers, etc. for ternporary periods,
Filing apassing CLI does not absolve
anyone from the second item, Part 76
at ground level. This is taken care of
by an ongoing leakage management
program. It is altogether possible to
pass aground based or flyover CLI and
still have leaks at ground level exceedCOMPLIANCE

ing 20 µV/m at 10 feet from the cable.
Bear in mind that this is typically the
way the FCC evaluates asystem. It has
neither the time, manpower nor budget
to do mass flyovers as some imagine.
The third item, harmful interference, is defined as "any emission,
radiation or induction which endangers the functioning of aradio navigation service or of other safety services
or seriously degrades, obstructs or
repeatedly interrupts aradioconununication service operating in accordance
with this chapter" (76.613). Note that
in order to qualify as harmful interference the leakage must interfere with a
legitimate authorized communication.
A scanner that hangs up on a 1µV/m
leak is not receiving a "communication" per se, and hence this particular
case would not be one of harmful
interference,
Offset matters
A question that cornes up from time
to time goes something like this: "My
system feeds a 50 apartment complex
and recently an in-room movie company has put their signals on the high
end of the cable (in the aeronautical
band). These signals are not offset and

the company says they do not have to
offset as they are a SMATV operation.
Moreover, they are operating at levels
of +55/ +56 dBmV."
Well the answer is that an apartment is not a SMATV system, but
becomes asystem when it is connected
to a cable system and the the cable
system operator is responsible for all
FCC parameters of that installationespecially leakage and offsets. Regarding the high levels used, we will see
more of this in the future. As fiber
becomes more prevalent and is used to
drive high level 750 MHz to 1000 MHz
amplifiers with outputs approaching
+60 dBmV, we will need to file for
permission to use the audio carriers in
the aero bands. They are automatically
correctly offset when spaced 4.500 MHz
from the picture carrier, but nonetheless, would need to be filed because if
run 15 dB to 16 dB down from picture
as currently recommended, they would
come out at +39 when associated with
a +55 dBmV picture carrier and hence
above the +38.75 dBmV exemption
limit for offset filing.
While we're on the subject of offsets,
remember that all carriers in the aero
band including jammer carriers, signal
leakage monitoring carriers (this is

TakeYou FurtherTh
4-PORT DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS.

TAPS AND PASSIVES.

Total flexibility is the key. Use a
distribution amplifier for the trunk or
feeder Choose: push/pul, parallel hybrid or feecforward with
bandwidthpptions that range to 550 MHz and beyond. Amplifier
housings add flexibility, with internal splitters and AGC options.

Easy to install and almost impossible to break. Solid brass ports and
powder based coating protect against corrosion. Ports are lengthened to
accommodate locking terminators, security shields or weather boots.
Modular design allows for easy upgrades and backward compatibility.

often a blind spot in offsetting and
filing for offsets), pilot and control
carriers running above +38.75 dBmV
anywhere in the plant, and standby
carriers (the ones in the processors that
come on when the primary feed closes
down or fails) must be properly filed
and offset.
With jammer carriers, we are on
unfamiliar ground as to what constitutes an acceptable target frequency.
Table 1 is a list of the standard FAA
frequencies centered around where jammers usually occur, along with the
target offset frequencies, the lower
limit (-5 kHz) and the upper limit (+5
kHz). Only the four significant digits
are shown with XXX representing any
channel from 'A' upwards, (except for
FF of course). For example, on channel
'C' XXX would be 133 (MHz).
Type of equipment
The best advice is to use the least
costly (professional) equipment you can
get. As mentioned earlier, there is
sometimes atendency to raise leakage
management to the status of ascience,
which it is not. It is an art and the
motto is typified by the double F
approach which will save you equip-

ment, time, money and heartache. The
name of the game is to Find 'em and
Fix 'em! If you do that wholeheartedly,
then Part 76, CLI and all other associated problems go away. If you Find 'em
and Fix 'em, then CLIQ0 will be zero.
For ongoing routine patrolling that
meets the quarterly monitoring requirement, all that is necessary is a
device that allows us to log the presence of the leak. It is then handed in
for issue as a SRO (Service Request
Order) or simply a work order for
repair. Repairing leaks is maintenance
and should be budgeted and given
credit for it as such. The FCC logging
requirements are very reasonable. All
FAA
FREELS

JAMMER
TARGET

)00(4750
)00(.5000
)00(.5250
)00(5500
)0005750
)00(.6000
)00(6250
)00(.6500
)00(.6750
)00(7000

)00(.4875
X)005125
)00(5375
)00(5625
)00(5875
)00(6125
X)0(.6375
)00(6625
)00(.6875
;00(7125
Table 1

it asks for is: date leak found; location
of leak; date repaired; and probable
cause.
Notice it does not ask for the level
or the names of the finding or fixing
technicians, although the latter is
desirable for internal control and assignment of responsibility. Therefore,
use a simple instrument that makes a
noise on detecting a leak. These units
cost relatively little and the system can
therefore equip more field personnel
with detectors. The more the better.
These can be given to all service
techs and even to the installers as well,
so that they can have the responsibility
of never walking away from a leaking
drop installation.
These units work in
LOWER
UPPER
cars and trucks just
UMIT
UMIT
lying on the dash
4925
4825
board or can be con5075
5175
nected to a whip
5325
5425
(monopole) roof an5575
5675
tenna. These same
5825
5925
units can be hand
6075
6175
carried into cus6325
6425
tomer premises for
6575
6675
troubleshooting as
6825
6925
well.
7075
7175
When repairing
the leaks, it's agood

an An one Else.
Our Total Systems Architecture'
approach to CATV means we can take you
further than anyone else. And well get you
there more efficiendy, reliably and, in the long
run, more economically.
At Scientific-Atlanta —we do it right.
Call or write Scientific-Atlanta
Dept. AR, PO. Box 105027
Aânta, GA 30348 1-800-722-2009.

Scientific
Atlanta

Our customers are the winners.
Reader Service Number 35

THE LINDSAY
CU SOLUTION
FAST DETECTION,
ACCURATE LOCATION
Because You Don't Make
Money Finding Leaks
CLVA Vehicle Roof Mount Antenna
108-136 MHz (Adjustable)

$295

RTA Field Strength Survey Antenna VHF

$160

3LTA Ultra Directional Field Strength
Survey Antenna—Handheld

$ 80

3LTA Ultra Directional Handheld
Field Strength Survey Antenna with
Optional Battery Powered 10 dB Amplifier

$139

5LMA Calibration Antenna-108-136 MHz

$315

Antenna Amplifier with 12 Volt Plug-in for
Vehicle Use—Selectable 10, 20, 30 dB Gain

$180

CLFD Aircraft Mounted 'h Wave
Dipole Antenna—flyover %Wig

$350

CLRD Ground-Based 1
2 Wave Dipole
/
Antenna—Flyover Reference and Calibration

$360

12 dB
.02p F/ 50v

II

Central
Mega Hertz
800-525-8386

1248 Clairmont Rd. •Suite 3D-23I •Atlanta, GA 30030
404-633-2867

o

<

SWITCHES TYPE 8221
SNAP-ACTING

East Coast
John Weeks Enterprises
800-241-1232
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difference what the software says, so
long as the data is properly stored and
printed out as work orders as very big,
medium and small leaks.
A final point that needs reiteration
is the question of equipment accuracy.
It's bad enough trying to get free-field
measurements in an urban environment, sometimes from a moving vehicle, in surroundings that are anything
but a free-field, but we have no excuse
for inaccurate equipment. A case in
point is asystem that recently paid for
aflyover and failed it rather badly.
On further investigation it was found
that the system operators were unaware that the monitoring equipment,
while quite accurate on an unmodulated CW carrier, was some 5 dB to 6
dB low when the modulation was
applied. This correction was not introduced into the software input, resulting

6dB

In Stock Now at These
Lindsay Distributors
West Coast
Western CATV
800-551-2288

idea to prioritize
fixing the bigger
leaks first since it's
the big leaks that
kill your good CLI
quickly. It's often
asked how to prioritize when you
use adetector that
has no meter. Bigger leaks have a
different sound
and they also last
longer as you drive. You could easily
put in an arbitrary code, say a'3' ¡.LV/rn
for big leak that needs immediate
attention, a '2' for a medium and a '1'
for asmall one.
All software will recognize these as
levels and then have the leaks printed
out by highest first. Also, these units
have aspring loaded pad button which
COMPLIANCE

MOMENTARY

PUSHBUTTON

Figure 5

can be used to evaluate the severity of in a false sense of security. Almost all
the leak. Unfortunately, the pad is
equipment tested thus far requires
rather big, at around 12 dB to 15 dB.
some correction when operated on a
To overcome this you might want to
modulated carrier. Most frequently we
use channel C for this purpose. There
build abatch of "CLI pad boxes" using
the values shown in Figure 5.
is, therefore, no substitute for benching
The utility box is a mere 1 inch by
all leakage detection equipment when
it comes in with the standard level of
1.5 inches by 2 inches and the spring
loaded buttons hold 6 dB and 12 dB
CW carrier to produce the standard
deviation—usually 20 ktV/m, and then
respectively and the two together give
18 dB. The parts are common ones
capturing the correction needed when
easily obtainable from most parts jobthe modulation is applicl. This same
technique can be used for getting a
bers, and the whole thing need cost no
correction for use on async-suppressed
more than a few dollars. The return
loss worked out at 18 dB which is ample
channel. The frequency accuracy of the
for a simple receive application. The
detector plus channel must also be
operator can then tell the size category
checked and be correct. If these steps
of the leak by how many dB of attenuare not taken, you could be living in a
ation he had to put in to silence it.
fool's paradise. •
One
manufacturer is considering
LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT REQUIRES:
putting an extra but• APPROPRIATE EQUIPMENT (Budget)
ton on his unit and
• PERMANENT LEAKAGE MANPOWER (Budget)
assigning the same
•
ORGANIZATION (a plan)
values. Since we are
• PERSERVERANCEI
not, in this application, trying to get a • LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT IS VITAL
• LEAKAGE MANAGEMENT IS SELF AMORTIZING
CLI, it makes no
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The last get well card
you might ever have to send.
Is there some reason you're
sending distribution equipment out
for repair and testing?
That's got to be costing you a
fortune.
Maybe you didn't realize it, but
you can do the test and repair yourself. All you need is abench sweep
system from Wavetek.
We make it simple.

The do-it-yourself
repair kit for CA7'V
components.
Reader Service Number 37

Our 1081 Sweep Generator lets
you measure frequency response
of active and passive components
across any range from 1to 1000
MHz. In CW, iCiF and full sweep
modes. Calibrated output is from
+60 to — 10 dBmV. Harmonic
markers adjust at 1, 10 and 100
MHz for wide and narrow band
operations.
Our 1076 Comparator lets
you measure gain, insertion and
return loss. As part of the complete sweep system, it displays
both the test channel and the
reference channel for easy sideby-side comparisons. Resolution
is 0.1 dB.
Our large 1901C Scope Display makes the whole response
easy to see.

And since you do the testing
and repairing yourself, you save all
those outside labor, parts and
shipping costs.
You save yourself considerable
repair downtime.
And you save yourself from
installing bad components by testing them beforehand.
AWavetek bench sweep system might be the healthiest investment you can make to hold the line
on repair and maintenance costs.
Get well soon. Call Wavetek
at 1-800-622-5515 for more information and the name of your
nearest representative. In Indiana
call 317-788-5965.
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CATV consortium could
give Ku-band new life
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uring the past year, the cable
programming community made a
decision to purchase or lease approximately 150 transponders of Cband capacity on the various cable
birds. This commitment to transponders sent aloud and clear message that,
at least for the foreseeable future,
C-band technology is going to be the
distribution vehicle for cable television
programming.
And while this commitment will
take the industry past the turn of the
century, it still doesn't deal with what
is considered to be state-of-the-art in
satellite technology-Ku-band. Of the
38 satellites currently orbiting continental North America, 17 are pure Ku
or hybrid C- and Ku-band. Within the
next decade, all of the Ku-band satellite replacements along with several
new hybrids will be launched. This

continued commitment by satellite operators and manufacturers does not
suggest an obsolete technology. However, for the cable industry which has
decided against the technology as a
major distribution vehicle, the question now becomes, "who will use
Ku-band and why would it be used?"
Backhauling driving demand
It was the regulatory arena that
decided C-band's fate when the satellites became secondary users of a
shared frequency which forbid them to
interfere with the terrestrial microwave links using the spectrum. This
decision allowed Ku-band, with its
higher power levels, to penetrate the
microwave transmission problems confronted in metropolitan areas making
it the preferred medium for sports/news
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gathering and backhauling. Backhauling-where an original feed of an
event is uplinked to a satellite and
back to astudio where it is retransmitted to its intended audience-has seen
atremendous growth in regional, independent broadcast networks and is a
primary factor in the demand for
Ku-band technology.
This is especially true as the hybrid
satellites are launched with their capacity for cross strapping-the ability
to transfer signals between C- and
Ku-band frequencies aboard the satellites. This would enable mobile newsgathering vehicles equipped with small
Ku-band antennas to transmit news
stories as they happen to a hybrid
satellite. The satellite would then relay
the signal to the C-band earth station
serving the network for rebroadcast to
affiliated stations.
This kind of usage is preferable for
Ku-band. However, it's obviously not
the only use for the high-powered
medium. Ku-band technology is famous for its business video and twoway data transmission-corporations
have long used it for educational purposes and meetings. 'Da Ed Horowitz,
senior vice president at Viacom International, "any launch of Ku-band
(now) is really just to take advantage
of the VSAT (very small aperture
terminal) business."
Another use of Ku is one very
familiar to the cable industry-DBS.
Direct broadcast satellite provides programming which can be delivered directly to an antenna at the subscriber's
home. Unfortunately, DBS has arather
long and unsuccessful history, as evidenced by the many players who have
entered into the precarious business
and exited quite abruptly.
Old news, old rumors
lb the credit of DBS, it is atechnology that makes sense so it's not surprising there are still attempts by the
industry to master the technique. Almost everyone has heard the stories of
a consortium of operators, headed by
Ible-communications Inc. (TCI), that
plans to start a DBS business. This
persistent rumor has it that the MSOs

will acquire an entire block of Ku-band
transponders for use as auxiliary cable
delivery, pay-per-view events, or even
possibly for HDTV display delivery.
Although TCI officials refuse to
comment on the consortium or its
proposed plans, 'Ibm Elliott, director
of research and development for TCI,
feels there is "probably a marketplace
for some sort of DBS program. On the
other hand," says Elliott, "it's an
extremly risky project so it's not an
easy thing to deal with—and maybe
the reason no one is aggressively
addressing it at the moment."
For Elliott, one of the major reasons
to look at DBS is geographical. Most
franchises have a population distribution of approximately 80 to 85 percent
in areas that are easily wired for cable
television. Another 10 percent live in
a ring around those cities and generally are higher-income households.
These "ring" areas are typically more
troublesome to cable systems because
their low density makes it expensive
to wire. And, unfortunately for the
homeowners, strict covenants often prohibit the use of large backyard dishes.
"In an environment like that," says
Elliott, "if we could offer a Ku-band
alternative, it may well help serve that

market, that in many cases, does have
access to off-air signals. So there is that
marketplace we're struggling with trying to figure out how it makes sense to
serve them. If we're worried about if
we're going to be an entertainment
provider to the world," he continues,
"we ought to have amethod of largely
providing that entertainment."
New rumors
The future of Ku-band usage in the
cable industry may rest in TCI's hands
at the moment. Because the MS0 is
such a dominant player, and the issue
is an industry concern, a cooperative
effort such as the proposed consortium
could alleviate some of the natural
worries about a DBS business. However, a new rumor has twisted itself
into the satellite world that if true,
would eliminate satellites entirely. Some
say that by the time the next generation of video communication satellites
(many of which will be launched in
1992-93) reach the end of their lifetimes (10 to 12 years), a fiber optic
terrestrial network will replace the
highly expensive and risky satellite
business.
"We keep hearing that," says Wal-

ter Morgan, president and consultant
for Communications Center, atelecommunications consultant company located in Clarksburg, Md. "But people
who say that are caught up in the 'gee
whiz' world and haven't sat down and
figured how in the world (they're) going
to do that. Cable or broadcast television
has got to be taken from, say New York,
to thousands of locations across the
country. And in the case of the broadcast networks, it's got to be switchable,
not only by time zone, but also by
interest area, particularly on a Saturday afternoon when you've got (several) football games going on simultaneously."
lb others in the satellite industry,
the old saying, "the rumor of our
demise is greatly exaggerated" fits
well. For the cable industry, whether
it becomes true is a question for the
future. For now, the answer to signal
delivery lies in the C-band satellites
that have supported the industry for
years. As for Ku-band usage, there are
some advantages now, but whether it
becomes more widely used depends on
the players and the business reasons
that would compel a move to Kuband. •
—Kathy Berlin

Off-premise addressability
that works...
and has worked since 1982, in five countries, with
over 300,000 ELECTROLINE controlled taps installed.

Cost-effective, off-premise addressability that will work for you.

ELECTROLINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
8750 8th Ave., Montréal, Canada H1Z 2W4 •(514) 374-6335
Reader Service Number 38
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An OTDR primer
time-domain reflectomeer (OTDR) is essentially a one
imensional optical radar which
sends light pulses down an optical fiber
and measures the reflected and backscattered light as a function of time but
displays it on a CRT as a function of
distance. Modern OTDRs make use of
both Fresnel reflection and Rayleigh
backscatter levels to characterize such
items as fiber attenuation, splice loss,
breaks and fiber length or index of
refraction. In the past, OTDRs have
been used primarily in the laboratory,
but the current proliferation of fiber
and future fiber-to-the-home considerations promise to make OTDRs a most
important piece of test equipment for
the communications industry.

A

n
t
i optical

The importance of fiber

Although much has been said
about optical fiber technology and its
related attributes, scarcely awhisper
has been mentioned about the necessary testing that must occur when
problems crop up. In this month's
'Back to Basics,' George Grant of
Anritsu America examines the optical time-domain reflectometer; adevice which is instrumental in performing correct optical field tests.
tical side of fiber optics, like installation and maintenance, is somewhat
more problematic. Fibers are not like
electrical cables that require no extraordinary preparation for splicing.
The ends of optical fibers must be right
angle cleaved, precisely aligned and
fused or otherwise spliced so that
transmission can take place with a
minimum of loss and reflection. If
connectors are used, all connections
must be made in adirt-free, relatively
dry environment to insure proper transmission, as well as preventing damage
to optical components.
An OTDR can and has been used for
making loss and reflection measurements of fiber and fiber optic components to evaluate fiber transmission
systems. In addition to making loss and

Optical fiber has proven to be aneat
solution to problems ordinarily found
in communications and transmission
systems. Fiber can be used to transmit
information at extremely high frequencies over long distances with very little
pulse rounding when compared to electrical systems. Optical and fiber optical
systems also have the advantage of
being immune to crosstalk, EMI and
EMP, which makes them ideal for noisy
environments where electrical systems
tend to be troublesome. And finally, the
future prospect of
coherent optical
Fusion splice
Connector splice
communication
systems promises
to someday make
available a communications bandwidth that is somewhere between
1200 GHz and
20,000 GHz. This
Rayleigh backmeans that in the
scattered light
coming years the
Fusion splice loss
advantages of fiA
Connector splice loss
ber will make it
the transmission
medium of choice
in arapidly growA (dB)
Optical loss —L (km)
ing communications market.
Di tance iltm]
The more pracBy George Grant,
Anritsu America
Inc.
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Figure 1
Typical OTDR Trace

Break

reflection measurements, OTDRs, in
conjunction with automatic switching
equipment, can be used to remotely
monitor the condition of fiber optic
transmission lines. When a fiber fails
or degrades sufficiently over time due
to a break or more gradual deterioration determined by the OTDR, an
automatic switching system can change
transmission paths from the failed
fiber to aredundant one or just sound
an alarm in a distant central office,
bringing the problem to the attention
of repair crews.
The OTDR not only can determine
the loss in afiber span but can tell the
operator exactly where a break has
occurred, if there is one. This is especially convenient in the case of breaks
that occur in underground fiber spans
that are difficult to access for repair.
Perhaps the only aspect of an OTDR
more interesting than the many fiber
characteristics it can determine and
problems it can diagnose is how the
OTDR actually does all this.
How the OTDR works
Generally, the OTDR works by transmitting pulses of light down afiber and
then observing the reflected pulses.
This is a time based process, but the
OTDR is usually input the index of
refraction (IOR) of the material by the
operator (for glass fiber, usually about
1.5). The IOR is
the ratio of the
speed of light in a
vacuum to the
speed of light in
the
material.
Knowing this, the
display can be converted from what
would otherwise
be atime base into
distance, as if the
OTDR was a onedimensional optical radar.
Fresnel reflection
Figure 1 shows
a typical OTDR
trace of relative
amplitude as a
Dotted line: in
function of discases where there
is no Fresnel
tance. Figure 2
reflection.
shows ablock diagram of a typical
OTDR. In Figure
2, apulse genera-

OTDR
NO-FAULT
INSURANCE

THAT YOU WON'T MIND CARRYING
ri

MTI:1"

The Anritsu MW9010A gives you fast, automatic fault location, in acompact, light weight,
medium range OTDR. Faults can be found
automatically on the MW9010A by simply
setting the threshold level and depressing
one button. This low cost OTDR features 12
advanced functions, 64 internal memory storage, batch averaging, exclusive NEAR mode
for 30m dead zone, and aselection of three
plug-in modules for 1.3, 1.55 and 1.3/1.55 pm
applications. The MW9010A's light weight
(under 20 pounds), makes it ideal for on-site
field inspections of optical cable.
The Anritsu MW9010A...all the coverage you
need for fast, accurate fault location. For
details or a demo contact: Anritsu America,
Inc., 15 Thornton Road, Oakland, NJ 07436,
201-337-1111 (in NJ) or 800-255-7234.
Fax: 201-337-1033.
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Anritsu

tor drives a laser diode which emits
optical pulses of a specific pulse width
and duty cycle. Wider pulse widths
tend to increase dynamic range as they
send more light into the fiber, however,
narrower pulse widths tend to increase
resolution. Like IOR, pulse width is
usually settable to some degree by the
user depending upon the application.
The light then travels through a
coupler or an optical switch that couples it to the fiber. An optical coupler
can be much simpler and cheaper to
use, but using an optical switch can
improve performance, as well as provide the ability to perform optical
masking, a key feature. Since the
switch is electrically controlled, it can
be strategically toggled where an undesireably large reflection has occurred
which may hide an important part of
the trace.
For example, a relatively small fusion splice may be hidden in the skirt
of alarge connector pulse. Toggling the
switch at the right time can direct the
large pulse away from the detector and
enable more of the trace to be seen that
was previously hidden due mostly to
the amplifier's finite recovery time.
The reflected light returning from the
fiber passes through the optical switch

Optical
directional
coupler or
optical switch
Pulse
Generator

LD
Optical
connector

LD: Laser diode

APD

Averaging
circuit

APD: Avalanche
photodiode

CRT

Figure 2
Typical OTDR Block Diagram

Extended Value
Broad application Mini Trunk Line Extender Triple Crown
Model: LA4229. Over two decades of innovative electronics
experience is built into each and every Triple Crown amplifier.
This assures you of dependable performance and excellent
value.
•Selectable Bandwidth up to 450 MHz.
•Dual integrated circuit design.
•Automatic Level Control (LA4229ALC).
•29dB Gain.
•Two way capability.
•Single "snap-in" module.
•18-60 Volt switching mode high efficiency power
supply.
•All input and interstage Controls built in.
•External test points.
•Corrosion resistant housing with stainless steel
hardware.
4560 Fieldgate Drive
Mississauga, Ont. L4W 3W6

Optical fiber for
break point
measurement

(416) 629-1111
800-387-3205 (U.S. Only)
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TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS

or coupler and is directed to an avalanche photodiode (APD) where it is
detected. The now-electrical signal
passes through an amplifier, through
averaging circuitry and finally on to
display processing.
Some design trade-offs
Some critical design considerations
concerning OTDRs depend upon the
two major types of phenomena observed during fiber measurement (See
Figure 1). The first is known as Rayleigh backscatter. This can be seen on
the trace in Figure 1 as the constant
slope between connectors indicative of
fiber loss. This is caused by light that
has been "backscattered" by imperfections in the fiber such as impurities, air
bubbles, moisture, etc. This backscattered light is usually of avery low level
and is inversely proportional to the
wavelength of the light raised to the
fourth power. The conclusion can then
be drawn that as one travels from 850
nm to 1310 nm to 1550 nm, the
backscatter level decreases dramatically.
The second phenomena is known as
Fresnel reflection. It can be seen to be
occuring at all the connectors because

of the glass-air-glass dielectric interface. The level of this reflected light is
at an extremely high level of up to 4
percent of the incident light. The
Fresnel reflected light level does not
change nearly as much as a function
of frequency and mode as the Rayleigh
backscatter level does. T3 observe the
Rayleigh backscatter level and the
Fresnel reflection at 1550 nm would
therefore require an amplifier of much
larger dynamic range and sensitivity
than it would at 850 nm.
Similar difficulties occur with high
resolution OTDRs where the pulse
width must be very narrow. The backscattered light level becomes very low, but
can be compensated for somewhat by
using a high powered semiconductor
laser. Also, a 50 pm core multimode
fiber will have a typical numerical
aperture (the fiber's ability to couple
light) of about 0.2 while asingle mode
fiber will have an NA of only about
0.1. This means that amultimode fiber
will capture and return more of the
backscattered light than the single
mode fiber will.
It could be concluded that a long
wavelength, single mode, high resolu
tion OTDR is generally harder to
design and build and therefore much

more costly than a short wavelength,
multimode, ordinary resolution OTDR
for the above reasons.
Future trends in OTDRs
As fiber continues to be installed in
ever increasing amounts, emphasis is
being shifted away from laboratory
grade test equipment to equipment
that is field portable and user friendly.
OTDRs are no exception as fiber optic
test requirements shift from research
and development to installation and
maintenance. Future OTDRs will most
likely be much smaller, lighter, more
rugged, somewhat less functional and
more technician oriented.
One might expect to see in addition
to the models that exist today specialized hand-held models and stripped
down fault locators that will fill out the
low end of the OTDR market.
Improvements at the upper end of
the market will most likely take the
form of improvements in software and
firmware for such applications as optical return loss calculations and remote
monitoring capabilities. Trends would
indicate that the future will see large
growth in the OTDR market and
possibly even wider diversification. •

Our FREE Filter Catalogs Are
Textbooks For Solving Problems
In Your:
• CATV/LAN Headend
• Off Air Interference
• Security: Network or Pay-TV
• Earth Stations
• Microwave Link
• MMDS/ITFS
• Radio Communications

Call NOW for Fast Help or
to Request Catalogs.

C/87

MTV/87

Filters/Traps
for CATV,
SMATV &
Broadband

Professional

WU. Swee.41,Or
FF.

TVRO
Interference
Filters

LAN

BTV/87

RF/88

TV/FM/MMDS
Broadcast
Filters &

Filters For VHF
UHF Radio

Combiners
For Service

RF Filters

Equipment
0-1000 MHz

Radio Bands

"We Make Filters In A Hurry For Customers In Trouble"
Microwave Filter Co., Inc. •6743 Kinne St. •E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057

Toll Free (US/Canada):1-800-448-1666 •Collect (NY/AK/HI): 315-437-3953•Telex: 249-613 •Fax: 315-463-1467
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äq e's Outdoor

Eagle's new outdoor addressable Trap system is
available, now! After conducting our own intensive
lab and field tests for over eighteen months, we discovered this system offers so many benefits to cable
systems and cable subscribers that the only way you
can possibly appreciate them is to allow you to feld
test one in your own system.
That's why we've decided to make this offer. For a
limited trial period, We will install an Eagle Outdoor
Addressable Trap Test System in your cablesystem at
no cost or obligation to you!
_____
If you curreitly use atrap system or you're looking
to replace your converter/descramblers don't miss
this opportunity to try the most "user friendly" addressable system ever developed for the cable industry!

•No need to enter home for audits
•IBM PC or compatible computer control
•Compatible with bil ing systems
•Optional Impulse Pay per View unit allows
subscriber to order premium programming without
calling cable system
•Auto-dialer transmits customer usage back to
system using store and forward techniques
•Pre-authorize customers for limited amounts of
pre-paid programming
•Parental control of premium channels or all service

A "short list" of Outdoor Addressable Trap System
features includes:
•4or 8tiers of negative, positive or multichannel
addressable filters; 256 combinations selectable
•Consumer friendly with VCRs, cable ready TVs and
remote controlled TVs
•Controls signal delivery to multiple TVs from one
trap switch
ie Allows you to use your present negative or
positive traps
•All service disconnect capability; over 80dB
isolation

DYES!

ecurrr
ently

using .tra

replacing rey ibasitng converter/descram
rci Iwould like to take a
••7 • your FREE OFFER. Neel
I me to schedule oFREE trial lash:Math:at
Eagle% Outdoor Addressable Trap system.'
- ,
. .
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Name
Cablesystem name
Address

Lft
COMTRONICS INC.

4562Water
Clay, NY 13041
(31.5) 622-3402._

In Canada: D
•Toronto •
In Europe: El
•OW-3245-2i> .
•Ntoi-Wa.
yel» •
-•At• Ge

Mail This Coupon
or CALL TOLL FREE

C0-448-7474
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ADVERTISEMENT

The following companies have paid afee
to have their listing appear in the OTDR
Callbook.

IIDVANTEST.
Adyantest America, Inc. ..(708) 634-2552
FAX
(708) 634-2610
300 Knightsbridge Perkway
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
PERSONNEL: Atlee Jacobson, Sales Support
Engineer; T. Ilakenaka, Applications
Engineering Manager
DESCRIPTION: Advantest manufactures
instruments for field and R&D applications:
Bit Error Rate Testers, Spectrum Analyzers,
Optical Power Meters, OTDR's, LED &
Laser Sources, Optical Spectrum Analyzers,
Spectral Linewidth Test Set, Wavelength
Meters, Optical Channel Selector, Optical
Attenuator.

I've been

used

Fiberoptic
Transmission
Technology Ltd.

and

Fiberoptic Transmission .4- 44 274 730161
Technology Ltd.
FAX
+44274730130
Lister Hills Science Park
20-26 Campus Road
Bradford, England BD7 1HR
PERSONNEL: Alistair Gooch; Mike Phillips
DESCRIPTION: FTT Ltd. designs and
manufactures OTDRs for use on-site in
tough environments. The products are
amongst the easiest to use and most practical
of their type. Models giving high resolution
performance are available to cover full fiber
and system wavelength usage. Tough, user
friendly, high performance—put us to the
test.

used
and

used
again.
In 1990 more CATV professionals will use me
more than ever
before...

Matsu
Anritsu America, Inc. ..4800) 255-7234
FAX
(201) 337-1111
15 Thornton Road
Oakland, NJ 07436
PERSONNEL: Hugh Felger; George Grant
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of optical
and RF/microwave instrumentation,
including OTDRs, spectrum analyzers, power
meters, line width analyzers, chromatic
dispersion test sets, etc. Other product areas
include digital video generators and
analyzers, and digital transmission test
sets.

Amu
OPTRONICS

INC.

Antel Optronics
(416) 335-5507
FAX
(416) 335-5141
3325 B Mainway
Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7M 1A6
PERSONNEL: J.D. Brown; J. Wainwright
DESCRIPTION: The Antel LANprobe is a
totally new concept in OTDRs for CATV and
LAN applications. By incorporating 850 and
1300 nm singlemode/multimode OTDR cards
in apopular laptop PC, Antel has achieved
acompact, lightweight (21 lb), easily portable,
full featured OTDR. The laptop provides
powerful computing capability for running
the menu-driven OTDR software and storage
memory for avirtually unlimited number
of waveforms.

I'm that good.
Photon Kinetics, Inc.. .. (503) 644-1960
FAX
(503) 641-5614
4900 S.W. Griffith Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97005
PERSONNEL: Jack Morehouse, National
Sales Manager, Telecommunications; Tom
Moore, Sr. VP, Sales & Marketing
DESCRIPTION: Optical fiber test and
measurement instrument manufacturer.
Supplies arange of field equipment, including
OTDRs, fusion splicers, active fiber detectors.
Model 4000 High-Resolution OTDR designed
specifically for local loop, LAN and Cable
TV applications; Model 3200 Ultra-long
range OTDR for trunking applications.

SIECOR
Siecor Test
(704) 327-5040
Equipment Group
FAX
(704) 327-5042
489 Siecor Park
Hickory, NC 28603-0489
PERSONNEL: Judy Lavin, Test Equipment
Marketing Manager; Todd Hudson, Test
Equipment Product Specialist
DESCRIPTION: Siecor's line of fiber optic
test equipment includes OTDRs, attenuation
test sets, hand-held test kits, return loss test
option, talk sets, dispersion test set, and test
fiber boxes. Siecor test equipment meets all
of your testing needs from pre-installation
on-the-reel testing to post-installation
acceptance testing, maintenance and
troubleshooting.

Why do CATV industry
decision-makers depend
on me?

Let's ask
them....
The 1990 CATV Buyers'
Guide...
Coming in May
from the publishers of

CED
CEIC:0

CATV
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Fiber optics: Today
and tomorrow
The following article has been presented at various SCTE chapter and
meeting group technical seminars.

F

iber optics, you have figured out by
now, is not frightening. It is a
relatively new technology for cable
TV. But we have dealt with new
technologies in the past.
Satellite communications was once
anew technology for cable TV. Without
it, half of us would not be here, in this
industry, today. We mastered satellite.
We molded satellite to our industry's needs. We
grew quality nationwide programming services like
ESPN ,
HBO,
Showtime, CNN
and C-SPAN. We
grew happy subscribers. We grew.
We can grow
again and grow
more. Fiber optics
will allow us that.
The technology
turns out to be
easy to understand for cable TV
engineers and technicians. After all,
key measurements are at RE What
matters is good pictures, better pictures, more pictures and more reliable
service.

ity to outlying subscribers. Today's
applications employ few links in each
system.
We have used fiber optics to link
headends since before 1985. As many
MSOs trended toward clustering systems into regions, more headends became suitable for linking together. The
relatively expensive, real estatehungry and high maintenance headend
antenna and electronics can be concentrated in one "master" location. A
number of lower-cost, lower-mainte-

nance "remote" or "slave" headends
can be served via supertrunks.
A problem with today's typical FM
supertrunks is their inability to transparently carry scrambled channels.
Few links today
Every remote headend then usually
requires scramblers. The full real eslbday, we use fiber optics almost tate, maintenance and cost benefits of
exclusively for "supertrunks" and "casthe master-slave headend system are
denied.
cade reduction." Supertrunks typically
We have licked this problem in the
link indoor headends to other indoor
lab. During 1990, we will ship and
headends. Cascade-reduction is aterm
Ipicked up from a few operators that
install high performance, scramblingexplains the limited use of most AM
transparent FM fiber optic supertrunk
fiber optic links to date. In this applicaproduct.
tion, a few strategically placed fiber
Today's FM fiber optic supertrunk
optic links intercept the longest trunk
systems typically provide EIA RS-250B
amplifier cascades. These cascades, often
medium-haul broadcast specifications
overextended from original designs due
(including video S/N >60 dB) with 16
to population growth, are reduced to
channels per fiber at distances exceedprovide better end-of-line picture quai- ing 25 miles. The 1310 nm wavelength
typically is employed. Terminal equipBy David E. Robinson, Director, Jerrold
ment costs usually are between $4,000
Cableoptics, General Instrument Corp.
to $5,000 per channel for a point-to68 Communications Engineering and Design February 1990

point link.
'Ibmorrow's supertrunk systems will
make more use of the 1550 nm wavelength, digital modulation and/or AM.
Fiber loss at 1550 nm is only 0.40
dB/mile vs. 0.65 dB/mile at 1310 nm.
Laser suppliers happen to have less
experience with 1550 nm today, so
there are fewer components from which
to select in volume production. Also,
lasers are theoretically approximately
70 percent less efficient at 1550 nm
than at 1310 nm.
But as laser suppliers
become
more experienced
at 1550 nm, allowing them to drop
their prices, expect to see more
systems offered at
1550 nm. The
lower fiber loss
will more than compensate for a less
efficient laser for
very long links in
the near future.
Digital modulation, using repeaters, allows virtually unlimited distances to be covered. But digital
is bandwidth-hungry. Each uncompressed NTSC video channel takes over
100 megabits per second (Mbs) of
capacity. In an "apples-to-apples" performance comparison, today's digital
supertrunk system costs often exceed
those of FM by about 50 percent. Five
years ago, the cost premium was more
like 500 percent. As digital costs continue to decline vs. the more mature
FM technology, tomorrow's supertrunk
systems could be digital, especially for
longer links. Note that "tomorrow"
could be two to five years away for
most applications.
"Tomorrow" might be even sooner
for viable AM supertrunk product.
Rapid advances in AM laser performance are being driven by demands for
cost-effective fiber optic backbone
trunks. In the process, we have stumbled onto lasers that seem suitable for
many supertrunk applications. By keeping channel loading to around 10 per

HIGH QUALITY FIBER OPTIC VIDEO
No Company Offers More Lightwave Video
Solutions than American Lightwave Systems
LiteAMp

AM OVER FIBER SYSTEM

rt2

Application:
CATV Interconnects
Broadband LAN Interconnects
• 40 Channels. 600 MHz
• 52 dB CNR, -65 dB CTB
• S-rand, Pole, Rack Versions

FN6000 & FT1300 MULTICHANNEL FM SYSTEMS

Application:
Two Way Interactive Education
CATV Headend to Hub Nets
Videoconterence Systems
Military, Campus Networks
.Exceeds RS-250B M.H.
.16 Chan. per fiber
LC SERIES SINGLE CHANNEL SYSTEM

•60-67 dB SNR ,
km

Application:
Studio to Transmitter Links
Local Broadcaster to CAP! H.E.
• 67 dB SNR, RS-250B S.H.
• Porta Die & Rack Mount versions
• Multimode, singlemode
• Up to 25 km distance
Very economical

14

a

Am6.4

.

ALS offers proven solutions
and twelve years of fiber
video experience, -more than
any other lightwave supplier.
Contact ALS with your application
requirements.

AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.
356 Hall Avenue. P 0. Box 1549. Wallingford. CT 06492. Phone 1203) 265-6860. FAX i203.; 265-8746
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fiber, systems soon may be available
that provide a reach of 15 to 25 miles,
with carrier-to-noise (C/N) performance in the 54 dB to 59 dB range and
composite triple beat (CTB) and second
order distortions (CSO) at -70 dB or
better. Terminal equipment costs could
be on the order of $2,500 per channel
for apoint-to-point link,
Backbone trunks
By now, you are all familiar with the
backbone fiber optic trunk concept.
Essentially, abig coax tree-and-branch
system breaks into acellular collection
of much smaller coax tree-and-branch
systems each linked to a headend via
afiber optic overlay or backbone.
AM is ideal for this application. It is
most compatible with the existing
distribution electronics and the lowest
cost option. Today's AM fiber optics
terminal equipment typically costs $500
to $1,000 per channel for one to three
fiber systems.
Most often actually designed for
digital applications, today's "AM" lasers often are not good enough. There
haven't been any 100 fiber optic node
backbone systems because laser performance has been inadequate. Today's

cascade-reducing AM links typically
use one to three fibers to carry 36 to
60 channels an average distance of six
to nine miles with C/N in the low 50s
(dB), CTB in the low-mid 60s (dB) and
CSO at -60 dB measured according to
NCTA-recommended practices.
Tomorrow's true AM lasers will
allow construction of many fiber optic
backbone trunk systems beginning in
1990. Figure 1 compares today's firstgeneration AM system C/N to temorrow's second-generation system performance over various link distances.
Using two fibers, 80 NTSC video channels can be transmitted 10 miles with
C/N at 56 dB. At a 20-mile link
distance, C/N of 50 dB can be maintam. CTB and CSO are both -65 dB
or better.
Ibmorrow's AM laser's higher output power can also serve multiple
optoelectronic nodes by using optical
splitters. These splitters work much
like RF splitters with a 3 dB to 4 dB
loss per two-way device. Using a twoway splitter effectively cuts the laser
transmitter cost in half,
This type of backbone system was
demonstrated at the December 1989
Western Cable Show, relying on distributed feedback (DFB) lasers de-

Free
Budco 1990
Catalog.
Budco has been supplying the Cable TV
Industry for over 20 years. Our 1990 catalog
is in with more products than ever before.
Budco Taplocks, Aervoe-Pacific, Tyton, Multilink,
Master Lock, Brady, Gilbert, Cable Pro, Lemco
Tools and many more fine suppliers and manufacturers are listed. Call us today!

1•800•331•2246
FAX NUMBER 1-918-252-1997

Blida)

P.O. Box 3065 /Tulsa, OK 74101
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signed specifically for AM cable TV.
As more laser manufacturers design for
our industry's needs, expect this type
of performance soon to become the
norm. And as production volumes increase, expect costs to decline gradually over time.
There is more to a system than
performance and cost. Today's AM fiber
optics product serves primarily oneway applications with limited flexibility and features. Fiber optic connectors
with both low insertion loss and the
high reflection protection (return loss)
required for AM applications are sorely
lacking today. The excellent performance of fusion splicing satisfies the
design engineer who never leaves the
laboratory. But that's not good enough.
Most of you spend your time in the field
where quick connects/disconnects with
optical transmitters and receivers would
make things more productive. Expect
suitable connectors tomorrow as cornponents suppliers learn what it takes
to make AM cable TV work best.
'Ibmorrow's transmitters and receivers will have modular designs allowing
easy upgrades and changes. Some of
the leading system suppliers already
offer sockets in their trunk amplifier
stations allowing for optoelectronic op-

Il
rà
f,

Lemco
the tools
of the
trade
Foreign dealer
inquiries invited

Call for your
free catalogue.

(800) 233-8713
(717) 494-0620
RD2, Box 330 A
Cogan Station, PA 17728
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The Leader in Off-Air Antennas
is Taldng aHard Line in
Distribution Electronics.
Lindsay's off-air antennas are the standard of
performance in CATV systems. Now, Lindsay is
setting the standard again with its Hard Line
distribution electronics.
Lindsay continues to be amajor supplier of both
active and pas.sive electronics for CATV systems in
Europe and North America. And, as the miles of
installed Lindsay distribution plant grows in the
U.S., the reasons for the Hard Line's success are clear.
• 100% tested to assure reliability.
•Local stocking for rapid delivery.
•Technical innovation that solves problems for system
operators before they become subscriber problems.
•Afull line of amplifiers, line extenders and
passives for all bandwidths.
The Lindsay Hard Line distribution products provide
the same high quality and technical performance
found in our off-air, communication and CLI antennas.
To find out more, write Mike Dowling at 1248
Clairmont Road, Suite 3D-231, Atlanta, Georgia
30030 or call 404-633-2867 and receive the 1990
Lindsay Products Catalog.
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tions. The leading suppliers also have
features like data and/or video fiberreturn-path, coax redundancy and optical status monitoring in various states
of new product introduction,
Further out, expect AM fiber optics
system bandwidth capacity to grow in
tandem with advancing electronics beyond 600 MHz toward 1GHz. The 1550
nm wavelength may also be adopted.
Even higher transmitter output power,
perhaps with a laboratory scheme
known as "external modulation," could
even be commercialized later in the
1990s.
Distribution's tomorrow
Fiber optics may move beyond the
bridger amplifier into distribution and
perhaps all the way to the tap during
the later 1990s. This will be agradual,
evolutionary process. Fiber is unlikely
to extend beyond the tap in this
century. Large cost penalties would
result with little usable bandwidth
advantage over the existing coax drop
cable.
Ibmorrow's fiber optic cable TV
distribution system will be a "broadcast" or point-to-multipoint architecture similar to today's tree-and-branch.

Some, unfamiliar with the realities of
cable TV consumer demand, technology and economics, might disagree. A
switched-star, broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN) has been
proposed by some in the telephone
industry for many years. B-ISDN simply does not make sense for large
volume residential deployment in the
1990s.
For example, Jerrold has modeled a
switched-star fiber optic architecture
known as "System K." It would provide the high-quality, high-capacity
needs of cable consumers in the mid-to
late-1990s at less than half the projected costs of the switched B-ISDN
fiber-to-the-home alternative analyzed.
We constructed a lab prototype of the
system, which works great. We have
measured 57 dB video S/N at the TV
after eight miles of fiber distribution,
for example. But it is projected to cost
twice today's hybrid fiber/coax tree-andbranch cable TV systems. Like all
switched-star systems, it has some
consumer friendliness issues, too.
You would not buy System K in
volume nor would your co-workers or
bosses. And we are not in business to
do just trials. The switched-star mesh
architecture is best for telephone and

real-time interactive narrowband data
services requiring the universal coverage of the telco network. It is apoor fit
for cable TV delivery.
Digital modulation may be possible,
but much more highly compressed than
in the B-ISDN scheme (perhaps 10-to-1
instead of 2-to-1 or 3-to-1). More likely,
continued advances in AM technology
will yield sufficiently low costs in an
evolutionary consumer-friendly fashion.
Once fiber is into distribution, telephony carriage will be easy as far as
technology goes. Long distance telephone carriers spend more money per
year for charges to access local subscribers than all of cable TV's current
revenues. Ancillary revenue from providing long distance carriers alternative access to subscribers could become
significant.
Many cost-cutting breakthroughs
must occur to realize tomorrow's fiber
optic cable TV distribution system.
Among the technologies and components that may be involved are optical
amplifiers, optical heterodyne tuners
(coherent systems), external modulators, advanced laser structures and
compounds, wavelength division multiplexers and optical taps. •

OUT WITH THE OLD CHANNEL

TEA
• Fiber Optic and Coaxial System Designs, Audio, Video
and Data
• On Site Project Management
• Turnkey Services
• Mapping Services -Strand and As-Builts
• Drafting Services -Base, Strand and Electronics,
AutoCAD
• Auto LISP Programming -Client Specific
• CAD Training and Set Up

"Quality First"

IN WITH THE NEW
The Qintar Channel Elimination
Filter (CEF) is a single channel
bandstop filter designed specifically for the attenuation of all
information contained within a
6MHz wide television channel.
This Filter Features:
•One Day Delivery
•High Q Helical Resonator
Construction
•Available in Lowband, Highband & Midband
•Under $500

James P. Worthen
Director Engineering and Operations

(800) 252-7889 •Fax (805) 523-1491

TRANSAMERICA ENERGY ASSOCIATES, INC.

Channel Elimination Filter Tomorrow.

1301 Hightower Trail, Suite 300
Atlanta, Georgia 30050
(404) 992-7003
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Call

Ointar Today,
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DUALITY SYSTEMS

FOR TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY
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CD FLYING SUCCESS
INTRODUCING FLYOVER PROTECTION FROM THE
PEOPLE WHO INVENTED LEAKAGE DETECTION...

Avoid fines and loss of channels with
ComSonics' exclusive SNIFFER FLYOVER PROGRAM
•Overall Area Detection
•Accurate Leak Accumulation Indexing
•Leak Location Coordinates
•Complies with FCC Specifications

This is the most cost effective technology and service
available to the industry today!
Contact ComSonics today and go for SUCCESS NOW
for 1990!

CONISomcs, INC,
_
".
--_
-•••- 1

•

Call Toll Free: 1-800 -336 -9681

-‘-

In Virginia Collect: 1-703 -434 -5965
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Hot dip galvanizing
time proven method of utilizing the
two ways. First, because of the metalequirements of CATV line construction hardware include qualprotective properties of zinc.
lurgical interlock of zinc, zinc-iron
alloy and steel, an impervious coating
ity assurance, manufacturing inHow is HDG applied to line construcis formed to shield the steel from
tegrity, production experience and servtion hardware? The following are the
ice life durability. Sometimes these
six fundamental steps of the process of corrosive elements. And second, the
factors are underestimated and can
HDG machine bolts:
zinc and zinc-iron alloy layers furnish
lead to expensive emergency repairs,
1. Surface cleaning: The bolts are
galvanic protection by sacrificing themunscheduled maintenance or construcplaced in a tank containing a hot
selves ever so slowly when exposed to
corrosive environment.
tion rebuilds. Systems are built to
alkaline cleaner to remove all shop oil
provide reliable service for amaximum
This sacrificial protection is a conand grease used in bolt fabrication.
period of time. Hot dip galvanized
2. Chemical surface preparation picktinuing effect even when moderately
hardware which is produced by reputaling: The bolts are submerged into an
sized areas of bare steel may be exposed
ble, experienced manufacturers provides
acid bath solution for removal of scale
to the atmosphere because zinc is more
maximum service life to your system.
and surface rust. Pickling provides a electro-chemically active than steel.
Thus, the corrosion protection of hot dip
But, just what is hot dip galvanized
chemically clean metallic surface.
hardware and how does it
galvanizing is unique because
provide trouble-free years of
of its dual qualities of shieldservice when properly manuing and sacrificial protection.
factured? First, let us examMost protective coatings act
ine the excellent corrosion
merely as a barrier between
,
the atmosphere and the steel.
protection qualities of hot dip
galvanizing—focusing on its
When exposure of steel ocZinc-Iron
curs, shield type coatings ofcomposition, method of procI- Alloy Layer
ess and protection features.
fer no protection and rapid
corrosion commences to atAlthough steel to produce
hardware has many attractack the steel.
Other types of zinc coating
tive properties, it will corrode
if left unprotected in our envisuch as plating and mechanironment. Corrosion will ultical depositing do not develop
the metallurgical layers of
mately result in loss of mechanical properties. Hot dip
zinc and zinc-iron alloy as is
Delta
galvanizing of steel hardware
achieved in hot dip galvaniz90%Zn 10%Fe
Steel
Gamma
Zeta
Eta
ing. The shielding and sacrifiis a time proven effective
75%Zn 25%Fe
94%Zn 6%Fe 100%Zn
method in which corrosion of
cially protective qualities of
zinc as measured in length of
the steel is controlled.
Hot dip galvanizing (HDG) is a
3. Prefluxing: The bolts are next protection are a function of coating
process which metallurgically interimmersed in a liquid flux solution to
thickness, adherence and surface coverage—all excellent qualities of HDG.
locks zinc to steel, forming an impervidissolve oxides that may begin to form
Hot dip galvanizing is not the only
ous barrier between the steel and the
after the pickling operation.
corrosive environment. The HDG
4. Hot dip galvanizing: The machine
factor involved in providing reliability
method applies molten zinc to the steel,
bolts are immersed into a kettle of and service life. Proper steel selection
resulting in a series of zinc and zincmolten zinc which is maintained at a and manufacturing experience are
equally important. CATV line coniron alloy layers (See Figure 1). These
temperature of approximately 850 dealloy layers are unequaled in other grees Fahrenheit (455 degrees Centistruction hardware is designed for
methods of applying zinc to steel,
grade). In this procedure, the formation
applications which may require speincluding plating and mechanical deof zinc and zinc-iron alloy layers is
cific ductility, tensile, compression or
positing methods. Zinc and zinc-iron
accomplished to metallurgically bond
torsional properties. Stronger may not
be better. A hardware product made
alloy layers of HDG develop excellent
the coating to the steel bolts.
adhesion of the protective coating. Hot
from a higher tensile steel may actu5. Finishing: After the bolts are
dip galvanizing does not flake or blisremoved from the molten zinc, they are
ally be undesirable as the product
ter. Nor does it lose any of its zinc
immediately placed in a centrifuge in
application may require ductility. Additionally, improperly manufactured
deposit in handling. Zinc is the most which excess zinc is spun off. The now
economically effective coating material
HDG bolts are cooled by quenching
or heat-treated high-carbon, highfor hardware, offering both barrier and
them in water.
strength steels can develop astrain-age
embrittlement, which over time can
sacrificial protection. HDG is the most
6. Inspection: The HDG process is
complete as the bolts are inspected for
cause abrupt failures.
By Tom Niemiera, Marketing Manager,
CATV line construction is, therefore,
coating thickness, uniformity and surHardware, Joslyn Mfg. Co. and
dependent to some degree on the qualface conditions.
Lawrence White, Product Mgr.,
How does hot dip galvanizing protect
ity, experience and integrity of the
Anixter Cable TV
CATV line construction hardware? In
hardware manufacturer. •
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GREAT DISCOVERIES...

Edison...
new light for
Mankind!

Texscan...
new light for
Cable Technology!

NEW PATHMAKER ic2)LUIlcr) -0- PAL SERIES

LINE EXTENDERS

Another new member to Texscan's flexible Pathmaker
Plus+ product line, the PAL Series Line Extender
Amplifiers. This exciting new product offers the
benefits of Texscan's flexible product architecture by
allowing unparalleled efficiency in application of active
system electronics in new systems or rebuilds of any
type — using or replacing any type of equipment!
Among the PAL Series many "friendly" features are:
• 1Gigahertz Platform
• 300/330MHz, 450MHz, 550MHz bandwidths

• Built-in sub-split filters for assured "repeatability"
• Plug-in sub-split amplifier
• Surge protected
• High-efficiency switching power supply
economical linear power supply models

and

If Quality, Reliability, and "State of the Art"
performance and efficiency in design and operation are
important, then let us cast new "light" on your
requirements for your next build. "Look Into the
Light" of Pathmaker Plus +!

• Push-pull or power addition model
•

• 28, 32, or 40dB gain versions
• Flexibility of both fixed pad/equalizer or vernier
controls to fit any application
• Superior flatness performance
• Symmetrical design for easy maintenance accessibility
• Ease of "set-up" without cover removal

Contact your local Texscan Representative or call us
at 1-800-351-2345 for more information.

NEW LIGHT FOR THE FUTURE

Texscan
PATHMAKERS IN TECHNOLOGY
Reader Service Number 50

ADVERTISEMENT

The following companies have paid
afee to have their listing appear in the
Construction Callbook.

Cable Construction, Inc.
Bigham Cable ....(904) 932-6869
Construction Inc.
P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562
PERSONNEL: Harold Bigham,
President
DESCRIPTION: Bigham offers aerial
construction, splicing, balancing and
installs. We also specialize in rebuilds.

FAX
(303) 375-8015
21000 E. 32nd Parkway
Aurora, CO 80011
PERSONNEL: Howard J. Hofferman,
Vice President; Russell Udelhofen, Vice
President
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of the
MAX and ECONO-MAX line of
maximum security enclosures and
apartment boxes. MAX enclosures
are used by the largest MSO's in their
demanding urban area builds. Also
available: pre-drilled plates, DeMark
Plates with/without F.-fittings, choice
of recessed security locks.

ç.
Taralikur gable (5mmunairitbas,

CAN
-anee

SERVICES

CATV Services Inc. ..(415) 651-4331
WATS (National) ....(800) 227-1200
WATS (State)
(800) 223-3152
2211 Warm Springs Court
Fremont, CA 94539
PERSONNEL: Richard Richmond,
President
DESCRIPTION: The only authorized
West Coast Wavetek sales, service and
repair facility. Full line distributor of
CATV products: specializing in buying,
rebuilding and selling equipment for
the industry, upgrade/rebuilds. Active
equipment carries 90 day unconditional
warranty.

Excalibur Cable ...(800) 462-3811
Communications, Ltd
FAX
(703) 339-9834
8906 Telegraph Road
Lorton, VA 22079
PERSONNEL: Glendon K. Allen, V.P.
of Marketing & Development; Konrad
E. Poth, President
DESCRIPTION: A full service
underground/aerial construction
contractor. Experience includes over
1000 miles of construction, installation
and post-wire experience in excess of
500,000 installs and 250,000 MDU
units. "Experience the cutting edge of
performance."

Electronic Metal ...(303) 375-8000
Products, Inc.

/NaCom
NoCom
(614) 895-1313
WATS (National) .. . (800) 669-8765
1900 East Dublin-Granville Road
Columbus, OH 43229
PERSONNEL: Jerry Evans, VP-Const.
& Engineering Div; Bob Gemignani,
VP-Mktg. & Corporate Development
DESCRIPTION: Full service
telecommunication contractor providing
strand mapping (AutoCAD) drafting
& design; make-ready engineering;
aerial & underground plant
construction; fiber optic installation &
splicing, residential installations; CLI
detection & correction; pre- and postwire MDU's; traps; audits; converter
exchanges; SMATV; LAN's.

ft

RITE
CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

ELECTRONIC METAL PRODUCTS, INC.

is afull service construction and
installation contractor operating
throughout the southeast. We offer
aerial and underground new build,
rebuild and installation services from
planning and mapping through final
testing and activation. In addition,
Florida Cable Works is capable of
providing all material and equipment
on aturnkey basis.

Florida Cable Works .(407) 392-2205
FAX
(407) 368-4385
2290 NW 2nd Ave., Suite 9
Boca Raton, FL 33431
PERSONNEL: Steven M. Dyer,
President; William P. Grieser, Sales
Manager
DESCRIPTION: Florida Cable Works
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Rite Comm. Co. . ..(704) 874-4202
WATS (National) . ...(800) 327-0208
FAX
(704) 874-0881
1008 Main Street West
P.O. Box 430
Valdese, NC 28690
PERSONNEL: William L. Wertz,
President; Alvin K. Wright, Vice
President
DESCRIPTION: Capable of providing
for all your engineering and construction
needs (including fiber optics). "Quality
and performance done the RITE WAY."

Wsu

ould you like an easy
to increase cable
bscribership? To justify rate increases? To maximize
profits? Call the Augat
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
Upgrade Hotline. Find out how
easy it is to add channels at a
modest cost with upgrade electronics.
EXPERT ENGINEERING
ADVICE OVER THE PHONE.
Sherwood Hawley, BROADBAND
ENGINEERING Applications
Manager, can advise you over the
phone how your current equipment
can be upgraded to handle your
subscribers' demands for more
channels. He'll point out the "do's
and don'ts" of upgrading. He'll

even provide you with acost
estimate for your system's upgrade.
All in about 15 minutes. You end
up with nothing to lose and aperformance advantage to gain.
GAIN SUPERIOR ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE WITH
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
UPGRADE ELECTRONICS.
BROADBAND ENGINEERING
originated the concept of upgrade
electronics 14 years ago to extend
the life of your CATV equipment—
without the unnecessary expense
and headaches of system rebuilding. You can still be confident of
the technical superiority and reliability of our products and advice.
And we back up our upgrade
electronics products with aoneyear warranty.

For acommon sense, cost-effective approach to higher profits and
longer life for your current system,

ask for Sherwood Hawley at
Augat Communications Group,
P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA 98111.
Call (206) 932-8428 or toll free
1-800-327-6690.

KEEPING UP WITH
THE DEMANDS
OF CABLE SUBSCRIBERS
MAKES A Lev\OF CENTS.

WHAT'S AHEAD

SUE

C

a
ik
C

ELECTRONICS INC

MAGNAVOX
CATV SYSTEMS CO.

Following is alist of
SCTE technical seminars
with contact name. If known,
location and seminar topic
are listed.
February 13 Greater
Chicago Chapter (Tentative)
eBCT/E testing to be
administered. Contact Joe
Thomas, (312) 362-6110.
February 16 Miss-Lou
Chapter Biloxi, Miss.
Contact Save Matthews,
(504) 923-0256.
February 21 New
England Chapter "CLI: A
Fresh Approach" at the
Sheraton in Roxborough,
Mass. Contact Bill Riley,
(508) 588-6895.
February 21 Great
Plains Meeting Group BCT/
E examinations to be administered in Categories II,
III, V and VII at the Crown
Court Restaurant in
Bellevue, Neb. Contact Jennifer Hays, (402) 333-6484.

®,, stC
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einars
ics
are three-day events designed to instruct relatively
new technicians in basic
theory, installation and
maintenance of cable TV
systems. Attendance is limited to amaximum of three
persons from one system.
The fee is $195. Call Teresa
Harshbarger, (800) 2332267, ext. 326 to register
or for additional info on any
The Magnavox CATV
Systems mobile training
center is afully-equipped
laboratory on wheels for
cable training. The fee is
$300. Call Amy Costello
Haube at (800) 448-5171
(in N.Y., (800) 522-7464)
for information and
reservations.
March 6-8
Chicago, Ill.
March 13-15
Lincoln, Neb.
March 20-22
Spokane, Wash.
March 27-29
Portland, Ore.
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February 21-22 Dakota
Territories Meeting Group
"Microwave Distribution"
to be held Feb. 21 at the
Ramkota Inn in Pierre, S.D.,
and Feb. 22 at the Kirkwood Inn in Bismark, N.D.
Contact A.J. VandeKamp,
(605) 339-3339.
February28NorthCountry Chapter "BCT/E Category IV, Distribution Systems, and Category VII,
Engineering Management
and Professionalism" at the
Sheraton Midway, St. Paul,
Minn. Contact Douglas Ceballos, (612) 522-5200, ext.
705.
March 7Sierra Meeting
Group "Think Sweeping,
Standby Power and System
Preventive Maintenance"
with presentations by CaIan, Wavetek, Alpha Technologies, Viacom and
Tektronix at the Oxford
Suites Hotel, Roseville,

of the following 1990 seminars.
February 13-15
Charlottesville, Va.
March 20-22
Atlanta, Ga.
April 24-26
Albany, N.Y.
May 22-24
Allentown, Pa.
June 19-21
Indianapolis, Ind.
September 18-20
Dallas, Texas

moo
Fiberoptic Communications Corp. offers 5-day fiberoptic splicing and termination workshops. All workshops are held at its training facility in Sturbridge,
Mass. For details or registration call, (508) 347-7133.
February 26-March 2
March 19-23
April 23-27
May 21-25
June 25-29

Calif. Contact Steve Allen,
(916) 786-2469.
March 8Big Country
Meeting Group Abilene,
Texas. Contact Albert Scarborough, (915) 698-3585.
March 13 Central Illinois Chapter "CLI Last
Chance" at the Sheraton
Normal Hotel in Normal,
Ill. Contact Ralph Duff,
(217) 424-8478.
March 14 North Country
Chapter BCT/E testing to
be administered in Categories I, IV, V and VII at the
Edina Community Center,
Edina, Minn. Contact
Douglas Ceballos, (612) 5225200, ext. 705.
March 21 Greater Chicago Chapter "Safety." Contact John Grothendick, (312)
438-4200
March 21 Dixie Chapter
in Montgomery, Ala.
Contact Greg Harden, (205)
582-6333.

Scientific
Atlanta

Scientific-Atlanta offers
technical training for subscriber products for customers as well as advanced
training for the industry.
The following seminars will
be held in Atlanta, Ga.
Contact Patti Kitchens at
(800) 722-2009 to register
or for additional information.
Febuary 13-14
QuickScan Teaming
February 15-16 System
Manager III for Generic
PCs
February 21-22 8570/90
System Manager 'framing
February 27-28 8580 System Manager 'Draining

Etcetera
March 26-29, 1990 The
North Central Cable
Television Association annual trade show and
convention will be held at
the Hyatt Regency, Minneapolis, Minn. For information
call Mike Martin, (612) 6410268.

oReady—now—to
AIguide

you

into the fiber optics future.
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CABLE POLL

Th
CABLE

POLL

"•'Midwest CATV • CED • CableVision

How much do you know about Cable Labs?
If you're a large operator, probably a lot

e

bout a year after it set up shop in
Boulder, Colo., the industry's R&D
onsortium, CableLabs, has made
progress on several fronts. It has assembled alarge, capable staff, launched
several research projects and has established a firm financial footing with a
$6.5 million budget approved for the
coming year.
But according to data from the Cable
Poll, general knowledge of CableLabs
and its activities remains quite low
throughout the industry, especially at
smaller systems. On the other hand,
at larger systems and among the Ibp
25 MS0s, knowledge of CableLabs is
much higher. For example, barely a
quarter of those surveyed at cable
systems with fewer than 10,000 subscribers said they had heard or read "a
lot" or "some" about CableLabs. But
at systems with more than 50,000
subscribers, more than half said they
were generally aware of the consortium's activities, according to an analysis of the responses from nearly 400
system management personnel, mainly
general managers, system managers
and vice presidents of operations and
engineering.
And 60 percent of all respondents
said they had heard or read "very
little" or "nothing" about CableLabs.
That lack of general knowledge about
the consortium rises at smaller systems
to 69 percent but declines among larger
systems to 45 percent.
The broader knowledge of CableLabs
among the larger systems, which typically are owned by the larger MS0s,
apparently is because it is the top
MSOs which are financial backers of
the consortium. Among CableLabs' early
backers were lble-Communications Inc.,

ATC, Comcast, Cox, Jones and other
larger companies.
Dick Green, president of CableLabs,
noted in commenting on the data that
the results generally tracked results of
internal surveys he has seen, but he
pointed out that the poll was taken at
atime when CableLabs was still in its
"administrative stage of development"
and before the consortium made several announcements late in the year.
"Last year was our first full year of
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o

operation," Green said, "and August
was sort of amid-point because we had
just moved to Boulder and we had
assembled a staff, but they had just
moved to Colorado. In a lot of ways
that was the beginning of our year.
"What we have seen is sort of the
same things as in the (Cable Poll), that
the knowledge of CableLabs has been
gradually increasing over the last year.
We have had an explosion in the last
part of the year." Those events, he

How much have you read or heard
about the development of CableLabs?
A lot

Some

Very
Little

Nothing
%

10

20

30

40

noted, included announcements of two
joint ventures—a test process with
Jerrold's Applied Media Labs on NTSC
picture quality and cooperation with
Scientific-Atlanta on future headend
systems development. Last month CableLabs also said it would take an
equity position in Eidak Corp., developer of the Copyguard system to deter
unauthorized taping of pay-per-view
events. All three developments attracted significant public notice.
"So the first part of last year was
administrative for us, which didn't
attract alot of attention," Green added.
"But our public exposure, the contributions we have made to the industry,
has increased since then."
Green said he was somewhat concerned about the apparent low level of
knowledge about CableLabs among
smaller operations, who he said "are
very important to us. This tells me that
we need to do more to reach out to
them." But he said that a major
program already is in development
that should be of interest to smaller
systems. "In our program fund for
1990, we have a program called Optimize System Operations, which is one
of our major programs, and it focuses
not only on the immediate need of

o

operations at all levels, but the small
systems as well. (It will focus on) what's
happening with F-connectors, power
supplies, the day-to-day operational
concerns. As we begin to implement
that program, which impacts day-today operations, I hope that will be
addressing the needs of the smaller
operators." He also noted that CableLabs hopes to enlist technical people
at smaller systems to serve on the
consortium's lIchnical Advisory Committee.
Another clear distinction between
smaller and larger operators appears
when they are asked what, in their
opinion, CableLabs should concentrate
on. The Cable Poll asked respondents
if they believed that the primary focus
of CableLabs should be on new technology, such as fiber optics and advanced
television, or on improving existing
coaxial-based technology.
Among systems with fewer than
10,000 subscribers, the edge fell to
existing technology over new technology by anarrow margin, 41 percent to
35 percent. But at systems with more
than 50,000 subscribers, that was reversed by awide margin. There, system
management personnel favored afocus
on new technology by 55 percent to 27

Do you think CableLabs' primary focus
should be on new technology or on
impoving existing technology?
New
Technology

Existing
Technology

'Y.

TT
10

20

30

40

50

60

percent. Generally, about 20 percent
of respondents expressed no preference
in all sample categories.
That pattern holds almost exactly
when considering responses according
to the size of MSO ownership, with
companies outside the Top 100 favoring
afocus on existing technology and the
Top 25 MSOs favoring new technology.
"I'm not surprised by that data,"
Green commented. "Our own surveys
show the same thing."
He emphasized that research programs planned for the next year or two
"are structured to focus on both." The
Optimized System Operations program
mentioned above "focuses on solving
the big problems in current architectures," Green said, with an eye toward
overcoming limitations on standard
tree-and-branch architecture.
To explore new technology, CableLabs has launched another research
program called Advanced Network Development, which Green termed "a
longer-term look at networks of the
future."
Green said these two programs—one
to improve existing technology and the
other to explore new technology—"are
parallel" and are supported by roughly
equal funding with roughly equal staffing commitments. "We found the same
thing in talking to our members, that
they were interested in both."
As CableLabs enters 1990, Green
said the consortium is "particularly
interested in how the industry sees the
future, where they think things are
headed, what they think long-term
strategy should be" so that CableLabs
can provide research to fill those needs.
As one example of an effort to further
inform the industry of CableLabs' activities, Green pointed out that its
house organ, Specs, is being sent out
to a far wider readership. "Last year,
typically only one person in each
company received it. Now we are
expanding that to get down to the
system level."
And he expressed satisfaction about
the support CableLabs is receiving
from the industry, pointing out that the
cable companies who are members of
the consortium now represent 85 percent of all subscribers. •

All
Less than 10K
10K to 50K
More than 50K
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New syndex
switch announced
Trilithic Inc. has announced several new products including an Interlink Model 7RS Syndex/Headend Reles
configuration
Switch. The Interlink 7RS features
a modular design
using plug-in cards
for flexibility. FuncTrilithic's
SP-170D
tions available indude A/B switching for baseband video; composite video
with 4.5 MHz audio; IF; RF to 650
MHz, 1000 MHz or 950 MHz to 1450
MHz; SPDT contact closures; satellite
receiver tuning; and 12 bit A to D
converter. Functions can be performed
by RS232C, GPIB or manual frontpanel control.
Also for syndex applications is a
performance upgrade to Trilithic's
Searcher leakage detector. The enhancements affect the receiver's postdetection circuitry and its ability to
reject false signals, without loss of
sensitivity. The modifications are cur-

rently being installed in all Searchers
shipped from 'ffilithic.

motel and hospital
applications. The

A new addition
linetois'Prilithic's
the VF-3tunable
which
consists of three 75 ohm cavity filters
covering a frequency of 55 MHz to 440
MHz. Each individual filter tunes an
octave bandwidth, has five section
selectivity, and a bandwidth specifically designed for standard CATV
channels. An all metal field case allows
customers to transport and use up to
three tunable filters at any remote
location.
In a final announcement, Trilithic
has introduced the SP 1700 Digital
Signal Level Meter. The SP 1700
features 5 MHz to 600 MHz frequency
range, keyboard or spinknob digital
tuning by channel or frequency and
electro-mechanical attentuators. Testing features include C/N and 60 Hz and
120 Hz active carrier hum testing.
Other features include multiple channel plans, user definable front panel
presets, water resistant construction
and a two year warranty. For information on any Trilithic products call,
(800) 344-2412 or (317) 895-3600.
Coinview Corp. has introduced a
coin operated pay TV unit for hotel,

Coinview
2000
can be HM
usedon a pay-per-view
(PPV) or pay-perday basis. It is field
programmable for
elapsed time, number of coins and
channel or groups The Coinview Pay
of channels con- TV System
trolled. Features include CATV cornpatibility using existing positive or
negative traps and the ability to be
used in any system regardless of wiring
scheme or design. For details call, (805)
658-0721.
Lindsay Specialty Products has
announced the availability of Alpha
Technologies ACL Amp Clamp surge
suppressor devices in Lindsay LPD-100
Power Delays and LPI-100 Power Inserters. Power Delay and Power Inserter units in the field can be retrofited with the Amp Clamp module. The
Amp Clamp shunts surge current to
ground when the trigger point (104
volts to 115 volts) is reached, protecting
the distribution electronics from overvoltage conditions. The Amp Clamp

•
•

Let us connect you
to a whole line
of quality CATV products;
including connectors
Our extraordinary service and
follow-up is recognized
throughout the CATV Industry.
With twenty-five years
experience and a newly
expanded distribution facility we
can supply your CATV needs.

Isn't it time
for us to connect?
Mention this ad when
placing your order,
and receive a free gift!

HAVE YOU MADE THE JCA CONNECTION?
JERRY CONN ASSOCIATES, INC.
Reader Service Number 53

P.O. Box 444, Chambersburg, PA 17201
FAX (717) 263-1547 / (800) 233-7600 (in USA) / (800) 692-7370 (in PA)
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operates at a steady state of 35 amps
priced at $235 per 1000 feet. The part
and can withstand single cycle (8 ms)
2201A is a one pair 22 ga cable with
pulse ratings of 500 amps. For more
foil shielding and drain wire featuring
info call, (404) 633-2867.
reduced diameter (0.135 inches) and
Available from Microwave Filter
single strip removal of both jacket and
Company, Inc. are the hyperband
foil. The price for part 2201A is $79 per
traps 5KV (customer option, channel
1000 feet. For additional info call, (914)
#) for its FASTRAP line of negative,
359-3333.
positive and tiering filters for 54 MHz
to 300 MHz. The 5KV is fully weatherSatellite technology
ized with type F male/female connectors for 75 ohm impedance. Channels
A new broadcast quality satellite
available are AA (300 MHz to 306
receiver is available from Standard
MHz) to NN (378 MHz to 384 MHz) and
Communications. The Agile Omni Broad
bandwidth is up to 550 MHz. One upper
adjacent and two lower adjacent channels are sacrificed using the trap. For
additional info call, (800) 448-1666 or
collect (315) 437-3953 New York, Hawaii and Alaska residents.
Pico Products Inc. has introduced
the "Perfect Trap" (PT) product line
Staruiard'sAgde Omni Broadcast System
using parallel capacitor circuitry (patent pending) for the CATV security
cast is atelevision rebroadcast satellite
industry. The PT traps are welded on
receiver available with RS250B proof
both ends for moisture proofing and
of performance broadcast package. FeaRF shielding effectiveness. The line
tures include PLL RF center and audio
includes notch filters, decoding filters
subcarrier tuning; front panel indicaand tier traps. For details call, (800)
tions of satellite format, channel num822-7420; in New York (315) 451-7700.
ber, with upper/center/lower transponCT Systems Inc., a Wavetek comder indication plus antenna polarity;
pany, has announced the Model 1405
audio subcarrier frequency; and six IF
Sweep Generator for manufacturing bandwidths. For more info call, (213)
and repair of CATV converters. The
532-5300.
Model 1405 features alignment of speComtech Antennas Systems Inc.
cific channel passbands, IF response,
has introduced a2.4 meter VSAT (very
second local oscillator frequency, trap
small aperture terminal) satellite anrejection, VSWR, gain and first oscillatenna system. The antenna uses a
tor frequency Up to eight programs of three-piece composite reflector that is
99 channels can be programmed for a manufactured in one-piece and then
maximum of 240 frequencies ranging cut for ease of shipping and installafrom 1MHz to 500 MHz.
tion. The 2.4 meter employs an offset
Also from CT Systems is the Model
feed system with transmit/receive and
1470 Satellite Receiver lbst Set. The
receive only feeds available. An opprogrammable test set is designed to
tional interface HPA bracket for comsimulate satellite television transmispatibility with other manufacturers
sions for testing satellite receivers. The
products is also available. For details
Model 1470 operates as an IF sweep call, (407) 892-6111.
generator to troubleshoot and faultA new ku-band low noise block
isolate receiver operation. Other feadownconverter (LNB) is available from
tures include aprecision 45 MHz to 95
R.L. Drake Company. The Model
MHz, 0dBm to -79 dBm IF sweep with
2864 is a broadcast-quality LNB deup to five crystal controlled frequency
signed for commercial downlink applimarkers. For details on either product
cations such as CATV, SMATV, broadcall, (800) 245-6355, ext. 13.
cast, hotel or teleconferencing. The
Nemal Electronics International
compact LNB has afrequency range of
has introduced aseries of new precision
11.7 GHz to 12.2 GHz and converts
video and audio cables for broadcast,
ku-band signals to the intermediate
video and RF applications. Both cables
frequency range of 950 MHz to 1450
comply with the new National ElectriMHz. The Model 2864 measures 4
cal Code requirements, and carry the
inches high by 2V4 inches wide by 11
2
/
"CL2" rating. Nema! part 1570 is a inches deep. For more info call, (513)
precision video coax, similar in size to
866-2421.
RG59/U, offering shielding, low loss
Engineering Consulting has an(0.7 dB per 100 feet at 10 MHz) and is nounced several Syndex applicable prod-

The Industry's
Technical Training
Partner Since 1968
For 22 years the National Cable
Television Institute has taken the pain
out of technical training for thousands
of cable companies. NCTI offers a
complete career path for cable television technical employees at all system
levels, as well as special interest courses for specific training needs.
Results-oriented technical training
•Cost-effective
•Easy to administer
•Technically excellent
•Consistent, planned curriculum
•Self-paced learning
•Written for cable employees by
cable veterans
•Doesn't take employees out of the
field or require expensive trips to
training facilities
NCTI has acourse for every level
and interest
Career Path Courses:
Installer •Installer Technician •
Service Technician •System
Technician •Advanced Technician
Special Interest Courses:
CATV Fiber Optics •CATV System
Overview •Broadband RF
Technician

Please rush me:

CEO 2/90

ID Acomplete Training Kit with information on all NCTI courses.
O More information on the following
NCTI course:
Name
Title
Company

_

MSO affiliation
Address
City

Stdtc•

Zip

Daytime phone
Mail this form to:
National Cable Television Institute
P.O. Box 27277, Denver, CO 80227
(303) 761-8554

Reader Service Number 13
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and enhanced phosphors. Features of
the Model PRO840X include: variable
size picture images from 5- to 10-foot
diagonal; convergence circuitry for accurate color registration; multi-brand
remote control that can be programmed
to operate most popular brands of TVs,
VCRs and cable converters; digital
chassis and digital comb filter; auxiliary jack panels for audio/video component connection; S-VHS capability; auto.
matic picture brightness control; and
world system teletext capability. For
additional info call, (708) 391-8181.

ucts. The first is a special program
using the Commodore 64 and 64C/128
computers to provide video page generators. The video screens provide multiple or single channel insertion. The
video page generator program is provided on autoboot EPROM cartridge
(model VIDG) which plugs directly into
the C64C cartridge port of the cornputer. Also available are 75 ohm coaxial relays, model RL4 (4 per board)
which provide >65 dB RF isolation
between D.C. and 600 MHz. At 100
MHz and below, the isolation is >80
dB. A final product is the Model DVM
digital voice recorder for providing an
audio message for pre-empted channels. Messages of 32 or 64 seconds will
be automatically repeated. For info on
any products call, (714) 671-2009.
Reliable Electric has announced
the Universal En...closure for fiber optics (UEFO) de-

tions. The UEFO can be used for fiber
service drop points, fiber splicing (144
fibers max.), cable restoration and
cross-connecting (24-ports). Units are
available for most connector styles
including ST, BICONIC, SMA, D4 and
FC. Call (312) 455-8010 for details.
Available from Gould Inc. is afused
wavelength division multiplexer (WDM)
designed for use with fiber amplifiers.
In this application, the WDM multiplexes the 1480 nm pump laser wavelength used to stimulate fiber lasing
with the 1550 nm signal to be amplified
in a section of rare earth doped fiber.
For additional info call, (301) 787-8311.
Optics for Research has introduced fiber optic pigtailed collimators
and related products. These feature
both single-mode and multi-mode pigtailed collimators, as well as large core
diameter silica fiber collimators for
high power applications. OFR also has
a 4-page, full-color brochure entitled

within various enReliable's Universal vironments includEnclosure
ing underground,
inside pedestals, and aerial applica-

Zenith Electronics Corp. has introduced a new commercial-quality
front-projection monitor which uses a
"Delta-Brite" projection lens system
with peak light output of 600 lumens

agile...

Randy Midkif
the certification of District Field Engineer Randy Midkiff to the Engineer-

Modulator 36OHL

•

•

Ch 2/YY Output

Off Air Ch 2/69 In-Ch 2/YY Out

The NEW Generation features
trol, phase-locked synthesized
Offsets, stereo, l-F loops, BAR
low-heat, high-performance 60
THE ART".

user-friendly advanced microprocessor concrystal-referenced oscillators, automatic FCC
graph and LED readout—all in low-profile,
dBmV output design. Simply "STATE OF

Two-Year Warranty
II
II

Continental Cablevision of Ohio's
Miami Valley District has announced

Processor 361HL

The NEW Generation

cibcs

People on the move

Please request your free Cadco catalog

2405 S. Shiloh Rd.

CADCO Toll Free (800) 877-2288
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Garland, Texas 75041

(214) 271-3651

FAX (214) 271-3654
Reader Service Number 55

In the 90's, everyone expects revolutionary
ideas and advancements in technology.
No doubt, the accomplishments made in the near
future will leave today's standards to gather dust.
Changes - some big and some small -are coming.
The question is, how are you going to handle these
changes?
(

The vision which started the cable TV industry is
now seeking to improve the technology within. It's
comforting to know you can get all the high-tech
bells and whistles that will be introduced into the
market without giving up old-fashioned, person-toperson service.
Revolutionary, don't you think?

Power &Telephone Supply Company
Our name is our business

II

(800)238-7514
Reader Service Number 56

ing level of the Broadband Communication ibchnician/Engineer (BCT/E) organized through the Society of Cable
Television Engineers (SCTE). Less than
30 people, of the 1,500 enrolled, have
passed all seven parts in both testing
programs to become BCT/E certified at
the engineering level, according to
SCTE spokesmen.
Midkiff began testing at the technician level in early 1988 and completed
the engineering level testing in September, 1989. Midkiff is currently the
only employee of Continental Cablevision of Ohio certified at the engineering level,
Laser Precision Corp. has an
nounced three new members to its
management team. Robert Johnson
has been named vice president of fiber
optic engineering; Hal Halpern as vice
president of sales and marketing; and
James Nerschook as sales administration and technical support manager. Johnson is responsible for overseeing all internal technical operations
and the development of strategic technical relationships with other participants in the industry. Halpern is
responsible for business and strategic
planning; key account management;
sales plan development; forecasting;

and profit analysis. Nerschook will be
responsible for all administrative activities in sales support as well as
managing the applications engineering group.
Pioneer Communications of Americ a Inc. has appointed Mark
Hutchison as software engineer in the
Cable Television Engineering Department in Columbus, Ohio. Hutchison
was formerly a software engineer for
Fuller Weighing Systems and a programmer analyst for John E. Foster
and Associates.
Glenn E Higgins has been
e
named President of
Comtech
Antenna Systems
Inc. Higgins as ....
sumes overall man,
agement control of
the St. Cloud, Florida Antenna Corp.
Formerly
Vice
Glenn F Higgins
President and General Manager, Higgins was one of the
founders of the antenna company in
1964.
Midwest CATV, a division of Midwest Corp., has announced the appointments of two sales representatives in

for proven quality
and economy.
Tower-the world's largest supplier.
22 different sized cable clips.
• Pre-assembled with plated, hardened,
masonry nails for hardwood, masonry
and cement block.
• Fits most cables from .10" to .63".
Available in black, white and grey.
For indoor and outdoor use.

• Tower, Made in England — Major
suppliers to the US CAN industry and
the British Telephone Co. for many years.

Write today for free samples and literature.

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
• Tower cable clips distinctive design
avoids damage to cable jacket.

201 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Telephone: (800) 336-LINX
FAX: (312) 952-1633

• Stocked by leading distributors such
as Anixter, Midwest, Graybar, Resco,
The Drop Shop, Signal Vision, TVC
Supply, etc.
EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES IMPORTER
Reader Service Number 57

the Los Angeles area. Mary Rose
Shearer, formerly with Hudson Supply,
will have primary responsibility for
local area networks in southern California. Glen Schrader, also formerly
of Hudson Supply, began his CATV
career with Western CATV where he
was involved with sales and distribution, along with a major role in purchasing.
Bits of News
SecaGraphics International Inc.
has announced an initial contract totalling over U.S. $1.3 million that has
been signed with Hong Kong Cable
Communications Limited (HKCC). The
contract includes installation of a six
workstation Magic" System—a cornputer aided design and drafting (CADD)
system for automated drafting of geographic information, cable TV network
design and analysis, inventory control,
project and facilities management. Entry of over 700 Hong Kong maps into
the Magic System database has already
begun in Denver. SecaGraphics will
also provide consulting and extensive
cable TV training classes for approximately 15 HKCC personnel. For more
details call, (303) 279-SECA. •
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HELP WANTED

BakerScott
O.

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals
Call toll free 1-800/433-2160; In Texas call collect 817/599-7623.

ocEctstivE SEARCH
1259 Route 46
Parsippany . NJ 07094
201 2631155
Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV 'BROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION
DIVISION
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST
11 or unite ,n CONFIDENCE
FEE PAID
WE DON'T TALK CABLE. WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
We are a diversified manufacturing company specializing in CATV Electronics and
Antenna Products. Our Company is located in the heart of the Kawartha Lakes
vacation area, 70 minutes north of Toronto.
Successful and growth oriented we seek
an aggressive results—driven individual
to lead our Engineering department. Must
have several years management experience and be able to interface with customers.
The ideal candidate will possess a B.Sc/
M.Sc in Engineering with a minimum 5
years progressive experience in the RF,
Digital and Microwave fields.

VP ENGINEERING—Fast growing NE MSO,
newbuild, fiber, $60k.
VP ENGINEERING—High growth SE based
MSO. $45k'profit sharing.
CHIEF ENGINEER—Attractive SW locale. $45k.
PROJECT ENGINEER—Top MSO, 1,600 mile
rebuild, south. $40k + bonus.
PRODUCT MANAGER—Fiber manufacturer,
customer liaison, SE. $62k.
TECHNICAL MANAGER—Ground floor, startup
N California. $35k.
REGIONAL PROJECT ENGINEER—Top MSO,
NE, multiple projects. $45k.
TECHNICAL TRAINER—Top MSO, Midwest
location. $35k.
PROJECT MANAGER—East coast. $40k.

CHIEF TECHNICIAN—Rural NE, resort locale,
top MSO. $34k.
INSTALLATION MANAGER—Newbuild, west,
top MSO. $27k.
MANAGER/ENGINEER—Midwest, top 5MSO,
growing system. $28k.
INSTALLATION MANAGER—Atlantic state,
newbuild. $30k.
CHIEF TECHNICIAN—Growing mid-sized MSO,
Atlantic state. $33k.
CHIEF TECHNICIAN—Attractive SW location.
$28k.
HEADEND/MICRO—Lots of travel, Midwest
based. $30k.
LINE AND SERVICE TECHNICIANS—Jobs
nationwide, companies will relocate. $8/hr.-$15/hr.

JIM YOUNG 411- ASSOCIATES

One Young Plaza

1235 Ranger Highway

Weatherford, TX 76087

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide.

FIBER OPTICS PRODUCT MANAGER
VIDEO TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
We are the US subsidiary of a multi-billion dollar corporation. Sumitomo is a world-wide
technology leader in fiber optics and the primary supplier in Japan of cable television
equipment. We have optical cable manufacturing and supply facilities in North Carolina.

Compensation commensurate with experience coupled with a competitive benefits
package.

We are seeking a dynamic individual with marketing and technology skills to manage our
new line of analog and digital fiber optic transmission equipment. A knowledge of cable
television and specifically transmission equipment is required. We desire a minimum of 7
years industry experience, preferably with a major corporation. This position reports to the
Vice President-Marketing/Sales and is based in our Corporate offices.

Qualified applicants please forward
sume in confidence to:

We offer a competitive salary and benefits package. Please send your resume and salary
requirement to:

re-

Manager, Human Resources/DE
J.E. Thomas Specialities Limited
50 Mary Street West
LINDSAY, Ontario K9V 4S7
FAX 1-705-324-5474

Personnel Assistant
Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp. (SEFOC)
78 Alexander Drive
RO. Box 13445
,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

40 SUMITOMO ELECTRIC

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Aber Optics Corp.

COM-SOURCE COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

CATV CONSTRUCTION
PERSONNEL NEEDED
Immediate positions available: Supervisors, splicers, foremen, linemen, underground personnel, and sub-contractors.
Top Pay!! Must be willing to travel—work
is in the Mid West and Southern U.S.
Please send resume or telephone.
Coax •Fiber • Twisted Pair
0.S.P. Specialists
P.O. Box 11473 • Green Bay, WI 54307-1473
(414) 496-0333 • Fax (414) 496-0986
WI 1-800-236-1003 • US 1-800-548-3640

TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Due to continued growth and acquisitions, Preventative and System Maintenance Technician
and System Engineer positions exist within our Virginia locations. Individuals with experience
working with state-of-the-art equipment and who desire to be a part of a growth oriented
MSO should apply. Rewards include good salary, excellent benefits, and opportunities for
advancement.
Send resume and salary requirements to:
ADELPHIA CABLE
P.O. Box 508
STAUNTON, VA 24401
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT

IL ECTR0 /VICS
DIRECT

dB-tronics"
—

CONVERTER

GET CONVERTED!! —

YOUR NEW AND USED
HEADEND/ DISTRIBUTION
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

REPAIRS

Scientific Atlanta and Jerrold Addressable
All P.J. Digitals -$13.95 Flat!!
We buy and Sell converters
For more information call Chris or Keith @ 1-800-356-2730

• Products by Magnavox, Scientific
Atlanta, and Jerrold

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT

• Large inventory

A.C.D. INC.

American Christian Development, Inc.

• Competitive prices

COMPUTER AIDED SYSTEM DESIGN

• We broker your used amplifiers

STRAND MAPPING • AS-BUILTS
BASE MAPPING $15.00 per Mile
Quick Turn Around Time

CALL:

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL
SERVICES AND RATES

800-448-7863
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Large selection geared for CAN
STANDARD TRUCK
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 suckEr mucks

800-448-5087 • (717) 323-9800

CHANNELCUE

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT
Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

Audio/video switching
equipment repair

1121

(818) 709-3724

Line equipment
and meter repair

LEE ENTERPRISE

623 4E5 STREET •P 0 BOX 590 •DESHLER. NEBRASKA 61340
(4025 365-7S20

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
OAK M-35B CONVERTERS
Channel 2output
Contact: William Drewry

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
by

ANTHONY'S

405-353-2250

Idea/onics

MANUFACTURING SERVICE

69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
—AFFORDABLE—
(701) 786-3904

PLOW BLADES
Irrigation/Wire/Combination

VIDEO SUPPLIES

CABLES •CONNECTORS •LAMBE •BELDEN •SWITCHCRAFT •D A s•TIES •
BATTERIES •NEUTRIM •60 INTERFACE BOXES. TAPE .500 WE TAPE LABE LS• GAFFE RS
'APE . CASES • PATCH BAYS . LIGHTS • ACOUSTIC FOAM
. FORMS . MICROPHONES • SORE X • STANDS • MOUNTS
• WIND SCREENS • ZEPPELINS • FIBRE OPTICS •RACES
v
•DUCT •REE LS •TESTERS .FILTERS •CHE MICAL S•'OOLS
•ON AIR UGHTS •DEGAUSSERS •INTERFACE DEVICES
.HE ADPHONES •CUPS •SWITCHE S•,AM &SVHS CABLE

For Any Machine—For Any Application

1-800 -383 -PLOW
475 -PLOW

(719)

P.O. Box 17701

24 and 88 channel units
also available

Colorado Springs, CO 80935

crq

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave

eik

Satigetes. NY 12477 OSA

1-800-522-2025
In NY: 914-248-3036

WANTED
USED VCII's

Bucket Trucks—Used
Telsta, Versa-Lift Digger Derricks-10 in
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks.
"We Buy and Sell"
Opdyke, Inc.
(Philadelphia Area)
3123 Bethlehem Pike
(215) 721-4444
Hatfield, Pa. 19440

Red, Yellow or
White Labels
We buy or trade
VCII's
(918) 836-8401
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VIDEOCIPHER II REPAIRS
Fast Turnaround for Out of Warranty Repairs

Commercial Units Only
11•111Deamr.

1575 N. 105th E.

Ave.

/Tulsa, Oklahoma. 74116

n

(918)836-8348

VIdeoClpher• It •Registered Tredemerk of General Inel rumen, Corporeuen

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ObAMII

II•e»111111W311~1.1110111b

NaCom

gaffl

IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

COAX -FIBER
QUALITY SERVICE PERFORMED ON A TIMELY BASIS
-SINCE 1957 •
MAPPING •DESIGN-CONSTRUCTION •ENGINEEFING

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
1-800-338-9292

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY (KES)
1-800-338-9299

Ovr Nome Soy, It All

Contact: Bernie Czarnecki

PO Box 219

Installations (including fiber optics)
Converter exchanges, PPV, audits, special projects
MDU, SMATV, & LAN Pre/postwiring
Strand mapping, engineering, signal leakage
Design (AutoCAD)
Aerial/underground construction
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229
614/895-1313 •
• FAX 614/895-8942

Aerial & Underground
Construction
Strand Mapping
System Design
Residential & MDU
Installations
Subscriber Audits
Proof of Performance
Fiber Optic and
L.A.N. Services

Cablemasters Corp.

•
•
•
•
•
•

(814) 838-1466

Lake City, PA 16423

ColorView SefUlCef, Inc.
800824-1943

SINCE 1953

CONVERTER REPAIR

Whit.2 Sancti
Jumper Cables
Custom connectors and cables for all aspects of CATV
Gilbert ANS
All types of cable from
Magnavox
Belden
Pyramid F59-81
Times
LAC and others
Comm Scope
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15'

Write or call: (602) 581-0331
335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027

CONTRAC

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC.

CABLE TV
INSTALLERS..

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers

REALISTIC TURNAROUND
PROGRAMMABLE
0%9

eee

&

soec

ee ?r,se`

ASK ABOUT OUR PRICESI

HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire -Pre-wire -Commercial Building
Tap Audits

ADDRESSABLE

v_
te ‘e,c.i›.
se.

0>

sc et

SIX MONTH WARRANTY!

Install or Remove Traps and/or Converters
Drop change over for System Rebuilds

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

VIDEO PAGE GENERATOR
TOUCHTONE C64 EPROM CART
AUDIO & NTSC
MODEL VIDG
VIDEO OUT

'16189.95m

DISK DRIVE
OPTIONAL

COMMODORE
444444440400444a4

li

prIni in(Lo.,1

orji
=3 •
TSDO$

89.95

IFIEHREEFF E

OUAD $ 99.95
°
°
-1 DIGITAL
M.
m•
4
,•••
VOICE
é q:2:1
. 1RECORDER

$179.95 rm• ••

$179.95

*** LOW COST SYNDEX SOLUTIONS ***

resolution multi -page display •scroll, flash, crawl, 10 pages ;timer & clock controls
relays, computer sends touchtone commands •MODEL VIDG

$189.95 •SWITCH

R.F. >65 DB ISOLATION D.C. TO 600 MHZ •(4) DPDT-75(1 RELAYS MODEL
$179.95'" COMPUTER CONTROLS any number of relays via touchtone 2-5

DIGIT commands via audio link to decoders •TYPICAL C64 RETAIL IS $99 TO $129.00
•DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER 32-64 SEC. ROTATING MSG., MODEL DVR

ENGINEERING CONSULTING
583 CANDLEWOOD ST. BREA, CA. 92621

• . •

Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

c= MI
cim

C64 MULTI-PAGE VIDEO 8 R.F.GENERATOR AUTOBOOT EPROM CARTRIDGE
outputs NTSC COLOR VIDEOS ch. 3/4 R.F. •• "EPROM PROGRAM CART gives high

RL4

PO. Box 1564

(414) 582-7087
TSDO TOUCHTONE DECODER & QUAD RELAY CONTROL

4 R.F.RELAYS

VIDEO

LENNY FISCHER

TEL:714-671-2009 FAx:714-255-9984

$179.95

TSB, Inc.

• Design, Strand Map, As-Builts
TSB
• CAD Drafting Service
• Headend Racking and Renovations
• CLI
•Audits
• Onsight Technical Training
• Structural Analysis of Towers

r PRODUCT

PO Box 244

\ AVAILABLE)

(605) 665-1393

CATALOG

Yankton, SD
57078
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cess to the inner workings of NTSC. It's
been like the fission of the atom,
unattainable for most of its history.
But once split open, access to the inner
workings of the NTSC standard has
become apart of everyday life for many
of our subscribers.
NTSC has been split into two parts,
a baseband part and a modulated or
radio frequency (RF) part. The consumer has access to baseband video
from the video outputs of VCRs and
video disk machines.
NTSC deficiencies
For most of its history, the NTSC
television standard has been able to
deliver more video quality than the
TV receiver could display. About five
or so years ago, the situation changed
dramatically. Consumer electronics products had evolved to the point where
they could provide more video quality
than the NTSC standard could deliver.
As these products continue to evolve,
the disparity will increase. We need to
look at the NTSC deficiencies in two
I'd like to devote this and next parts, the baseband component and the
transmission element.
month's columns to alook at one of the
As a baseband signal, NTSC has
fundamental constraints on video quallimited luminance bandwidth and even
ity in cable systems, the NTSC technimore limited chroma (color information
cal standard. I want to explore how
channel) bandwidth. Large areas of the
competition can arise from entities not
picture flicker. Line structure is visible
subject to some of cable's limitations.
on big screens. And, most importantly,
Understanding this may help us plan
the luminance and the chroma chancompetitive strategies for the future.
nels leak into one another. This latter
deficiency causes the luminance chanThe fission of the NTSC standard
nel to have crawling dots on image
edges and the chroma channel to have
The current televison standard we
spurious rainbows on picture details.
use in the United States is called NTSC
Both terrestrial broadcast and cable
after the National Television Systems
television modulate the baseband sigCommittee which created it in 1941.
nal onto carriers for transmission over
This black-and-white television stanan appropriate medium to the subdard was modified in 1953 to provide
scriber. This modulation and transmiscolor information to color television
sion add new problems that are even
receivers and again in 1984 to add
more severe. The worst damage is done
stereo sound. These two compatible
by the modulation and demodulation
upgrades are truly marvels of the
process. In order to save valuable
engineering art of compromise. Addispectrum space, the creators of the
tional information for color and for
stereo sound was squeezed into a NTSC standard cut off part of one of
crowded signal in a manner that has
the two sidebands resulting from amplitude modulation. They would have
served us well for decades.
preferred to have eliminated one entire
In some respects, we are finding the
sideband, since the information in the
limits imposed by these compromises.
second sideband is fully redundant.
From the subscribers' perspective, this
However, vacuum tube circuitry could
standard has been a single unit with
all of its component parts tightly locked not cost effectively deal with single
inside for most of its history Only sideband transmission. It was recognized that business growth demanded
recently has the consumer gained acaffordable receivers. Practical filters
in the TV receiver dictated how much
By Walter Ciciora, Vice President of
of the second sideband could be reTechnology, American Television and
moved. The result is called vestigial
Communications
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sideband amplitude modulation (VSB/
AM). This signal is complex in the
mathematical sense in that it has an
in-phase and aquadrature component.
This signal can be analyzed as if it
were two signals modulated on separate carriers. The carriers are phase
shifted by 90 degrees. They are said to
be in quadrature with each other. This
causes severe problems when the signal passes through non-linearities. The
two components cross modulate each
other and the mess is almost impossible
to untangle.
Transmission path problems
Another problem with NTSC is its
rather unsophisticated amplitude modulated signal processing. lbday, we
know a lot more about how to treat
signals to reduce their susceptibility
to noise. Unfortunately, the creators of
NTSC didn't have this knowledge at
their disposal. Also, circuit technology
couldn't affordably implement these
techniques. We are stuck with arather
vulnerable modulation approach. It
places an upper limit on just how
noise-free acable signal can be.
The transmission path introduces
random noise, impulse noise, cross
modulation of signals and carriers
yielding multiple pictures per channel
and disturbing bars and herringbone
patterns, and reflections.
Non-linearities cause the mixing of
desired and undesired signal components. The principal source of these
non-linearities are the amplifiers of
cable systems. First on the hit list are
the amplifiers in the distribution part
of the cable plant. Since they are
operated at relatively high levels, the
signals reach into the slightly nonlinear areas of the amplifier's operating characteristic. Second on the hit
list are the long cascades of amplifiers
in the feeder part of the plant. Even
though the signal levels are relatively
low, the very slight non-linearities
accumulate. The set-top converter is
yet another source of slight nonlinearity and noise. Finally, the TV
receiver and VCR themselves contribute to the problems. A major additional
culprit is the in-home amplifier installed by the subscriber to support
multiple signal splits.
Next month we'll look at reflection
problems with NTSC as well as some
of the techniques for dealing with
NTSC's deficiencies. We'll concentrate
on how these deficiencies create a
potential technical advantage for competitive video media. •
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